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Abstract

The Dutch National Police wants to investigate the possibilities of using big data in order to
detect criminal activity preventively. At the outlet of Roermond, there currently is a pilot with
various sensors, to detect pickpockets and thieves in an early stage. In this report, I propose
models to capture the behavior of vehicles in a spatio-temporal setting and I discuss methods to
find exceptional movement patterns within this dataset. Besides, open data is used to enrich the
dataset. With the technique Exceptional Model Mining (EMM), I was able to find interesting
subgroups. Interesting subgroups are defined by the fact that their behavior differs significantly
from the total dataset, based on a quality measure. Furthermore, I was able to evaluate when a
(soft) classifier works and does not work, using EMM. This classifier is used to determine the make
of a vehicle. When the classified make does not correspond to the make that the vehicle is registered
for, the vehicle has a false number plate. For the Dutch National Police, these false number plates
are very interesting, because this can indicate that the vehicle is involved with criminal activities.
With EMM and certain model classes, several interesting traffic patterns in Roermond could be
found, including: days with significant more traffic of buses, due to maintenance on the railroads,
Renault Zoës, that only move around a single camera, because these cars are company cars and
the company is probably located on that location, and the pattern that German vehicles circle the
city of Roermond, while Dutch vehicles drive the same route in and out. These movement patterns
could be found and explained by the usage of open data. Although I found various interesting
traffic patterns, I could not link any behavior to criminal activity, due to the absence of labeled
data. What did contribute to the profile of criminal behavior, is the method to detect false number
plates that I propose in this report.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The outlet in Roermond is a popular location for pickpockets and thieves. Main reasons are that
the outlet is near both the Belgian and the German border and the outlet is often visited by East-
Asian persons, who have a lower level of alertness for pickpockets. Currently, the Dutch National
Police is putting a system into place that either prevents these crimes from happening or will catch
the criminals in the act. This system consists of different sensors, which generate data. This data
can be used to detect the criminals with rule-based classification. These classification rules are
stored in a profile. Subsequently, the entities that show suspicious behavior, will be passed to the
local police authorities. The earlier mentioned sensors can be of different types, including: sound
sensors, cameras with object recognition and/or ANPR (automatic number plate recognition),
Wi-Fi/Bluetooth tracking and jammer detection. With Wi-Fi/Bluetooth tracking, the MAC ad-
dress (a unique identifier) of a device can be retrieved and this device can be (geographically)
followed through the outlet.

With this system, the outlet of Roermond is part of a bigger national pilot, to test and investigate
the possibilities of the usage of big data [11]. Within this project, called “Sensing”, the Dutch
National Police will organize experimental areas, such as the outlet of Roermond, before using the
sensors or profiles in practice. These areas are seen as a learning environment, to experiment with
different type of sensors and techniques. Together with the University of Technology Eindhoven
(TU/e), analytical techniques will be developed to analyze this data and to gain insights in this
data.

One of the questions of the Dutch National Police is how data, originating from these sensors,
can contribute to create more accurate profiles for criminal behavior. Currently, the profiles are
primarily generated with domain knowledge and are very dependent on the experts who make
these profiles. Secondly, the Dutch National Police wants to know which additional open data can
complement the dataset obtained from sensors and thus enrich the dataset. With open data can
be thought of: information about holidays, geographical data or information about the opening
times and crowdedness of stores in the outlet.

In this report, we will look into models to represent behavior of persons and/or vehicles in this
experimental area of Roermond. With these models, analytical techniques can be developed to
detect deviant behavior. Groups that show deviant behavior will be discussed and it will be tried
to explain these patterns. These results will give the Dutch National Police insights in behavior
patterns and some patterns can contribute to profiles fo criminal behavior

Mining exceptional descriptive patterns in attributed spatio-temporal datasets 1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objectives

By using sensors and profiles, deduced from big data, the Dutch National Police aims to prevent
specified crimes from happening or wants to catch criminals in the act. In a trial period of four
years, the Dutch National Police will set up an infrastructure with sensors and analysis capacity.
During this period, they will repeatedly measure the differences in crime rates from the conducted
baseline measurement.

This project is a first step in the collaboration of the Dutch National Police and the TU/e and a
starting point in the analysis process of real-time sensor data. In this master thesis project I aim
to achieve the following objectives:

A To improve the existing profiles of criminal behavior, by discovering which attributes of the
dataset are informative for criminal activity. Note that this does not necessarily mean that
profiles should be automatically generated, but a domain expert should be able to interpret
the outcomes of this research.

B Besides the data originating from various sensors, the dataset should be enriched with open
data. This open data can originate from different sources. Important aspect of this open
data is that it should be available and usable in a real time environment.

In a larger context, this project should contribute to the knowledge of the Dutch national police
about using big data and obtain insights from big data. Besides that, this report should serve
as stepping stone for future research regarding this topic. The data used in this research will
originate from sensors in Roermond and surrounding area, which is a pilot environment for the
Dutch National Police. Together with the enriched data this dataset with both historical and
real-time data will be investigated for interesting patterns.

Mining exceptional descriptive patterns in attributed spatio-temporal datasets 2



Chapter 2

Related work

Data analysis techniques aiming to discover interpretable patterns, can be divided in two main
kinds of models [28]:

• Predictive models: models on datasets with class labeled data. This technique originates
from the machine learning community and aims to deduce a model from a labeled dataset.
Subsequently, this model will be used to predict the label class of unseen records. An example
of such a model, is a decision tree, which assigns a label to an unseen record based on the
value of its attributes.

• Descriptive models: models on datasets with unlabeled data. Instead of predicting classes
for new records, the goals of these models is to gain insight in underlying relations and
patterns in a dataset, which are understandable for end users.

This report will focus on descriptive models, since its goal is to provide understanding in the
dataset. Descriptive models aim to find interpretable subsets of the dataset, for which observed
behavior deviates from the dataset. To give an overview of the techniques that I discuss in the
chapter, the venn diagram in Figure 2.1 is composed. In this figure, we can see how data mining,
in particular Local Pattern Mining (LPM), is split up.

2.1 Descriptive Rule Discovery

Different tasks have been developed in literature to find these subsets: Contrast Set Mining (CSM)
[15] and Emerging Pattern Mining (EPM) [17], in an associating rule context and Subgroup Dis-
covery (SD) [26] in a labeled classes context.

These different techniques, originate from different communities. All three techniques have great
similarities, but use different terminologies and definitions. Each technique looks at a different
kind of deviation and uses a quality measure to measure this deviation. As result of this quality
measure, each subset can be given a score, which is often referred to as interestingness. In this
way, a variety of subsets can be evaluated in an objective way and be reduced to the most interest-
ing subsets. To generalize these techniques, a unified framework is developed named Supervised
Descriptive Rule Discovery (SDRL) [28]. The authors of this paper state that all three techniques
have the same goal: finding subsets that deviate and therefore might be interesting. According
to these authors, both CSM as EPM can be reduced to heuristics in SD. In the venn diagram of
Figure 2.1, the generic term SDRL is used as collective term for CSM, EPM and SD.

2.1.1 Contrast Set Mining

In Contrast Set Mining (CSM) [15], subsets, referred to as contrast sets, are evaluated based on
their distribution over either different classes or over time. This can be modeled as a collection

Mining exceptional descriptive patterns in attributed spatio-temporal datasets 3



CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK

Figure 2.1: Venn diagram of Data Mining, with respect to Local Pattern Mining

of attribute-value pairs. The variable of interest, for this technique, are categorical or nominal
attributes of the dataset. Contrasting sets are possibly interesting, because of their deviating
distribution regarding other sets. The degree of contrasting or interestingness, is represented by
a quality measure based on support [15]. Contrasting sets can be found by applying following
formulas:

∃ij P (cset = True|Gi) 6= P (cset = True|Gj) (2.1)

maxij | support(cset,Gi)− support(cset,Gj) | ≥ δ (2.2)

Where {G1, G2, ..., Gn} ⊂ G are mutually exclusive contrast sets, cset is a condition on one or
multiple attribute-value pairs and δ a user defined threshold for minimal support.

The proposed algorithm STUCCO [15], uses a pruning technique based on a statistical test for
dependence, to discard statistically non relevant groups. This, in order to yield contrasting sets
that are statistically relevant and to prevent that the modeler draws conclusions that are not
supported by the dataset. Such a statistical test, is proposed in [42], where a rule X → Y is
supported if:

∀Z ⊂ X : confidence(Z → Y ) < confidence(X → Y ) (2.3)

Where confidence(X → Y ), is representing the conditional probability P (Y |X), which can be

computed by the ratio count(X,Y )
count(X) . This rule causes that a more specific contrast is only considered

if it has a higher confidence than a more general contrast.

2.1.2 Emerging Pattern Mining

Emerging Pattern Mining (EPM) [17], is developed to analyze subsets, referred to as itemsets, with
emerging trends in time series data. Itemsets that are interesting, according to this technique, have
a strong emerging pattern. For this reason, the variable of interest in EPM must be a numerical
value. A logical quality measure in this technique is the growth rate, where itemsets with a larger
growth rate are more interesting than itemsets with a lower growth rate. This growth rate is
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK

measured as relative growth between support values in an itemsets. In formula form growth rate
can be defined by:

GrowthRate(X)


0, if supp1(X) = 0 and supp2(X) = 0

∞, if supp1(X) = 0 and supp2(X) 6= 0
supp2(X)
supp1(X) , otherwise

(2.4)

Where:

suppD(X) =
countD(X)

|D|
. (2.5)

Because this can result in a large number of patterns, algorithms, such as iEPMiner [21], are
developed to filter out the most interesting patterns. iEPMiner uses pruning heuristics to filter
out patterns that are uninteresting, using statistical tests. An example of such a test, is the
chi-squared test.

2.1.3 Subgroup Discovery

Subgroup Discovery (SD) [26] can be used to discover relations between independent variables
and a dependent variable [14]. The goal of SD, is to understand for which subsets, referred to
as subgroups, interesting behavior can be observed. A subgroup is a collection of records, which
have one or multiple characteristics in common. These common characteristics will be referred
to as the subgroup description. What interesting behavior exactly means, is depending on the
criteria of the modeler, which selects a quality measure for the dependent variable. Independent
variables and the dependent variable are often referred to as respectively descriptive and target
-attribute(s), where:

• The descriptive attributes, denoted as ai: either a numerical, nominal or binary value de-
scribing an aspect of the data object.

• The target attribute, denoted as `i: either a numerical, nominal or binary value from which
a deeper understanding will be gained.

To discover subgroups, the dataset is split on one or more attributes and resulting subgroups are
evaluated with the chosen quality measure. Since there are a lot of different possibilities to split
the dataset on, often a heuristic approach is used as search strategy, instead of an exhaustive
approach. One of the most popular heuristic approaches is beam search, which will be discussed
in the next section. A good search strategy is important, because the search space of possible
subgroups grows exponentially when more attributes or values for attributes are added.

Because of the different types of target variables (binary, nominal or numerical), different types of
quality measures are available to evaluate the subgroups with. However a large variety of quality
measures is available, there is no consensus which quality measures are most suitable. Often used
quality measures include:

• Precision: ratio between the amount of classes classified accurately and amount of classes
wrongly [25]. Computed by P (R) = TP

FP+g , where g is a generalization parameter.

• Weighted relative accuracy (WRAcc): describes the balance between the coverage of the

rule and the accuracy gain [29]. Computed by WRAcc(R) = n(Cond)
ns

(n(Targetvalue·Cond)n(Cond) −
n(Targetvalue)

ns
)

The second example of a quality measure also includes the size of the subgroup in the score, which
is an important feature of a quality measure. This ensures that subgroups with a relatively small
size, are less likely seen as interesting.

Mining exceptional descriptive patterns in attributed spatio-temporal datasets 5



CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK

As mentioned before, both CSM and EPM can be seen as a SD problem with corresponding
quality measure, since SD supports multiple forms of target or dependent variables. In the re-
mainder of this report, the term SD will be used instead of CSM or EPM. However, in Chapter
4, models will be discussed that clearly originate from CSM.

2.1.4 Beam Search algorithm

As mentioned before, heuristics are often used in SD search steps, because an exhaustive search
strategy has a longer running time, due to its exponential growing search space. Most popular and
used heuristic, is the beam search algorithm [26]. The amount of possible splits in the dataset,
is dependent on the subgroup discovery algorithm, for which an overview is given by the authors
of [22]. Each algorithm has a certain type of target attribute, quality measure and description
language. The description language defines the operators and split types used in a subgroup
description. Different kinds of attributes, can be split in the following amount of options:

• Binary attributes: attributes with a binary value can have two options: either positive or
negative. Hence, a dataset can be split in 2 subgroups based on a binary attribute.

• Nominal attribute: a split on a nominal attribute results in as many subgroups as unique
values this attribute has. This only holds, if subgroups are considered that cohere (= opera-
tor) to a single nominal value. If subgroups are considered that do not cohere ( 6= operator)
to a single nominal value or cohere to one of multiple values, more split options are possible.

• Numerical attributes: these attributes can cause the most split options, depending on the
operators and techniques used. When only subgroups are considered that equal to a single
value, there a are as many options as unique amount of values available, just as with nominal
attributes. When half intervals are considered (ai ≤ X), there are as many split options as
unique values minus one. When full intervals are considered (ai ∈ [Xlow, Xhigh]), there are
n·(n−1)

2 interval options, where n is the amount of unique values for this attribute.

The beam search algorithm is a lot quicker than an exhaustive approach, because it explores the
most promising splitting options, instead of all options. Disadvantage of this algorithm is that it
is not guaranteed to find the optimal solution. The beam search algorithm has two parameters:

• Width (w): this parameter indicates the number of promising subgroups that must be saved
to continue with the next step(s).

• Depth (d): this parameter indicates the number of steps in the search.

In the first step of the algorithm, all attributes are individually used to split the dataset on
and discover subgroups with. All found subgroups are evaluated with the corresponding quality
measure and the w most promising subgroups (called the beam) are saved for following step(s). In
each of the following step(s), the subgroups in the beam are refined by splitting these subgroups on
another attribute. Afterwards, the new subgroups are evaluated and again the w most promising
subgroups are saved for the next step(s). This process continues, until d steps are performed. The
subgroups that are left in the beam are the most exceptional subgroups found by the algorithm.
Each of these w subgroups has at most d attributes in the subgroup description.

2.1.5 Exceptional Model Mining

Exceptional Model Mining (EMM) [31, 18], is a method to discover subgroups based on interaction
between their target attributes. It can be seen as an extension of SD, where there are multiple
target attributes instead of a single target attribute. Examples of such subgroups, are subgroups
for which the correlation between target attributes significantly differs from the total dataset or
the complement of the subgroup. In EMM, the dataset is often symbolized as Ω, containing N

Mining exceptional descriptive patterns in attributed spatio-temporal datasets 6



CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK

records. With ri as the ith record in the dataset.

A subgroup can be formed based on its descriptive attributes and will be evaluated on its target
attributes. The same subgroup discovery steps as in SD can be used. In this report, we will use
the discussed beam search strategy to find subgroups with EMM. In the venn diagram of Figure
2.1 we can see that this beam search algorithm can be used for both EMM and SD. To capture the
interaction between the target attributes in subgroups, a model class C will be used. The choice
of model is dependent on the contents of the target attributes and the goal of the EMM. However
a variety of models is available, the majority of them can be placed in the following categories
[18]: correlation, association, classification, regression or Bayesian networks.

Subsequently, a quality measure ϕ must be applied to evaluate a subgroup. This quality measure
must evaluate the interaction between the target attributes as a numerical value. Subgroups can
be considered as interesting (exceptional), if the quality measure on the target attributes of a
subgroup significantly differs from the quality measure score on the target attributes of the total
dataset or the complement of this subgroup. A variety of quality measures are available and the
choice between quality measures is dependent on the data and chosen model. Ideally, the quality
measure also takes the size of the subgroup into account to prevent small subgroups.

A relevant model class for this report, is a model for Bayesian networks [19], with network as
target variables. This model compares the network of a subgroup with the total dataset, using an
appropriate quality measure.

2.1.6 Exceptional Contextual Subgraph Mining

Exceptional Contextual Subgraph Mining (ECSM) [23] is an approach rooted in EMM, which has
as goal to find subgraphs in graphs that are exceptional. What exceptional exactly means is, just
as with EMM, in hands of the modeler.

In contrast to SD and EMM, ECSM does not have target attribute(s), but focuses on finding
subgroups whose movements in the graph deviate from the global movement patterns. Graphs,
denoted with G, usually consists of a set V of vertices and a set E with edges. For which applies
E ⊆ V ×V . ECSM defines the movement of entities on the graph by transactions. A transaction is
bound to a single edge, applies to a single entity and has attributes that describe the transaction.
Besides transactions, also vertices and entities can have descriptive attributes. The collection of
all attributes is captured in the context.

Just like SD and EMM, subgroup discovery steps can be applied to find subgroups. For each
of these subgroups, a subgraph can be constructed by augmenting the transactions of this sub-
group in a graph. This graph can be compared to the graph of the total dataset and be evaluated
with a quality measure. By evaluating the subgraphs of the subgroups in the dataset, the most
interesting subgroups can be found.

2.2 Spatio-temporal Data Mining

Spatio-temporal datasets contain both a notion of space and time. Such datasets are often modeled
as a dynamic graph, where a graph evolves over time, or as time-series data with a spacial aspect.
Spatio-temporal data differentiates from other data, because of the presence of dependencies on
either the spatial or temporal aspect. For this reason, many used data mining techniques are not
applicable, because the assumption that data is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) is
violated [13]. Within spatio-temporal data mining (STDM), different kinds of models are available.
These models can mainly be divided in the following two categories:

Mining exceptional descriptive patterns in attributed spatio-temporal datasets 7



CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK

Figure 2.2: Temporal co-occurence patterns, as described in [36]

• Models where each spatial element in the dataset is the object. These models can, for exam-
ple, be utilized to find locations that are identical, but in different time periods. Contrary,
locations can be found that change over time.

• Models where each time period in the dataset is the object. A potential goal of these kinds
of models is to find time periods, in which the spatial elements are (almost) identical.

In STDM, several methods are available, each with a different purpose. These methods include:
clustering, predictive learning, frequent pattern mining, anomaly detection, change detection and
relationship mining. Note that predictive learning is the only method that is not present in the
venn diagram in Figure 2.1, since this method originates from machine learning instead of data
mining. However anomaly detection is the most obvious method for this project, both frequent
pattern mining and change detection may be interesting in the context of this project. In the
remainder of this section, several of these methods will be highlighted and discussed.

2.2.1 Spatio-temporal Patterns

A spatio-temporal pattern [37], consists of multiple subgraphs that are (almost) similar, but differ
on either the time or space aspect. This is often referred to as frequent graph mining. Algorithms
to find these spatio-temporal patterns, generate candidate subgraphs. For these subgraphs, a
frequency count can be obtained, by finding all occurrences of these subgraphs. This however, is
a NP-hard problem and most existing algorithms can only deal with graphs of a certain size and
structure. An example of such an algorithm is gSpan [35].

Besides mining these frequent patterns, also analysis about which patterns co-exist could be con-
ducted. Patterns co-exist if both patterns can be observed in the same moment in time. These
patterns are called spatio-temporal co-occurrence patterns. According to the authors of [36],
the nature of the relationship can be described with the six following predicates: equal, meets,
overlaps, during, starts and finishes. These relationships are visualized in Figure 2.2, where two
different patterns, visualized by the red and green cylinder, co-exist in different kind of temporal
relationships.

2.2.2 Evolving Patterns In Dynamic Graphs

A dynamic graph D is a collection of graphs {G1, G2, .., Gn}, where the nodes in each graphs
have a set of spatial coordinates. Different objectives are possible with such dynamic graphs.
Besides mining spatio-temporal patterns, we could also look how a dynamic graph evolves over
time. In [38], an approach for discovering evolving patterns is proposed. At first, subgraphs must
be identified in each of the graphs. Subgraphs of interest usually consist of vertices with a high
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Figure 2.3: Overview of evolutionary patterns

density of edges and will be referred to as pseudo-cliques. Formally, a subgraph is defined as a
pseudo-clique if:

2|ES |
|S|(|S| − 1)

≥ σ (2.6)

Where σ is a user-defined threshold, |S| the amount of vertices in subgraph S and |ES | the amount
of edges in subgraph S.

Not all pseudo-cliques are equally interesting. Some pseudo-cliques might be redundant or have a
lot of edges to external vertices. To limit the amount of pseudo-cliques, redundant (non-maximal)
pseudo-cliques should be eliminated, just as pseudo-cliques who have more external edges than a
used-defined threshold. For each graph in the dynamic graph, such pseudo-cliques can be identi-
fied. When looking over time, the following relationships can be identified between pseudo-cliques
of different graphs [38]:

• Stability: the pseudo-clique’s composition does not change over time.

• Growth: one or more vertices are added to a pseudo-clique.

• Diminution: one or more vertices are removed from a pseudo-clique.

• Extinction: a pseudo-clique that existed at a certain time, does not exist anymore in subse-
quent time period.

• Emergence: a pseudo-clique exists at a certain moment in time that did not exist in previous
time period.

Figure 2.3 gives a short overview of these patterns. In the same paper, the algorithm EVOLVING-
SUBGRAPHS is proposed, to efficiently find pseudo-cliques in dynamic graphs, select the most
relevant subgraphs and finally show all temporal evolving patterns in a dynamic graph.

2.2.3 Segmenting Spatio-temporal Data

As previously mentioned, change detection, is one of the methods in STDM. Originally, this is a
problem rooted in time-series analysis, but also applicable to spatio-temporal data. The goal in
change detection, is to divide the dataset in temporal segments, in which the data is homogeneous.
Each transition between segments indicate that there is a change in the type of data. To divide
the dataset in different intervals, several approaches are possible [24]:
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• Sliding windows: from the beginning of the time-series, data points are added until some
error threshold is exceeded. From this point onwards, a new segment starts.

• Top-Down: all data points in the dataset are recursively partitioned into smaller segments,
until a certain criteria is met.

• Bottom-Up: every data point starts as his own segments and subsequent segments are merged
until a certain criteria is met.

In combination with spatial data, it is important to determine a way to calculate the differences
between two moments in time. For the example of a dynamic graph, the differences in graphs
should be expressed as numerical value, based on the change in nodes, edges and composition.
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Chapter 3

Open data

As extension of the descriptive attributes from sensor data, open data can be used to enrich the
dataset. Adding more attributes provides the potential to describe more, possibly exceptional,
subgroups. This leads to a longer running time, but possibly, better subgroups can be described.
In this chapter several relevant open data sources will be discussed.

3.1 Weather data

Information about the weather potentially can influence traffic patterns in and around the outlet.
On rainy days, but also on very hot days, it is very likely that the outlet attracts fewer visitors.
Most importantly, data about the weather is real-time available via different APIs. Examples
of such sources are OpenWeather [1] and the Dutch meteorological institute (KNMI) [10]. From
these data sources, following attributes could be added to the dataset:

• Temperature: numerical attribute expressed in degrees Celsius.

• Weather description: nominal attribute describing the weather conditions, including: light
rain, cloudy and foggy.

3.2 Calendar data

Holidays and events can have a large impact on the crowdedness in and near Roermond. This
information can be added as a binary attribute: whether it is a holiday/event day or not, or as
nominal value: which holiday, which event. Several sources about holidays are available, such
as the Dutch open data website [9]. Since Roermond is located close to both the Belgian and
German border, it is sensible to consider information about Belgian and German holidays too.
Note that both Belgium and Germany have holidays that are not known in the Netherlands,
including: German Unity Day, All Saints’ Day and International Workers’ Day. For Roermond,
event calendars are available [2]. This information, however, does not necessarily need to be
added to the dataset as attribute, but can be used post-hoc, to explain certain patterns in traffic
on certain dates.

3.3 Popular times

Information or estimates about the number of visitors in the outlet at different times and on
different days, can be used as either a nominal attribute (busy, not too busy, very busy) or as
numerical value. A good source for this information is Google [7], which gives a good per hour
indication. An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.1 for the outlet of Roermond in general.
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[T]

Figure 3.1: Crowdedness in outlet Roermond. Source: google.com [7]

When zooming in on movement in the outlet, these popular times can be viewed per store in the
outlet.

3.4 Vehicle data

Because of the usage of ANPR sensors, the number plate numbers of vehicles are known and
additional information for vehicles can be retrieved. The Dutch office of registration of motorized
vehicles (RDW) keeps track of all information belonging to a vehicle. Such a dataset [6], is publicly
available for Dutch vehicles and updated regularly. Internationally, there are larger databases
available with this kind of data [5]. For Dutch vehicles, the following attributes can be added,
originating from the RDW dataset:

• Make: nominal attribute with the make of the vehicle.

• Model: nominal attribute with the model of the vehicle.

• Type: nominal attribute indicating the type of vehicle ∈ {Car, Company car, Trailer, Mo-
torcycle, Bus}. If the vehicle is registered with a taxi indicator, the type will be replaced
with “Taxi”, whether it is a car or company car.

• Catalog value: numerical attribute, indicating the original selling price of the vehicle. To
reduce the amount of splitting values for the beam search, this value is rounded to the closest
thousand.

• Age: numerical attribute, indicating the age of the vehicle. This attribute is deducted from
the first registration date of a vehicle and expressed in years, rounded down. Hence, if a
vehicle was registered 364 days ago, the age will be equal to 0.

• Insured: binary attribute, indicating if the vehicle is insured according to the RDW database.
Sometimes vehicles are registered falsely as uninsured, because it can take up to a month
for the insurer to update this status.

• Ownership: numerical attribute, indicating the duration the vehicle has been property of
the current owner. Because the Dutch police has suspicions that vehicles are purchased for
criminal purposes and sold shortly after, this attribute is measured in weeks. To limit the
amount of split possibilities, this value will be rounded to multiples of 52 for vehicles older
than a year.
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More, possibly interesting, attributes from the RDW dataset such as: maximum amount of pas-
sengers, inspection date and maximum speed, are not used, because these attributes are not filled
in for the majority of the dataset. Besides missing values, the dataset also is slightly contaminated
as the result of manual input. This includes typos and inconsistent values, including the models
“EXPERT 227 L1H1 2.0HDIF16V-136” and “EXPERT 227 L1H1 2.0HDI 16V-120”. By changing
these values to “Expert”, vehicles with these models will be placed in the same subgroup for a
split on the attribute “model”.

3.5 Map data

With open map data, information can be added to locations of ANPR sensors. Information about
the type of road, maximum allowed speed and amount of driving lanes can be searched for. This
information can be used in defining groups, for example groups who drive an x percent slower
than the maximum speed or subgroups who only use provincial roads and avoid highways.
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Chapter 4

Exceptional Model Mining

A method that could fit the needs of this project is Exceptional Model Mining (EMM) [31, 18]: a
method to discover subgroups based on exceptional interaction between multiple target attributes.
One characteristic of EMM is that the output (found subgroups) is much more interpretable than
traditional classification techniques, including random forests or kNN classifiers. The found sub-
groups can be described in terms of their descriptive attributes and therefore can be easily in-
terpreted by a domain expert. For the Dutch National Police, the found subgroups could help
domain experts to gain insight in the data and help creating or improving their profiles for criminal
behavior.

Profiles are collections of characteristics, with as goal to match attributed entities for specific
purposes. A good characteristic, of such a profile, can be quantified. For example “Expensive
cars”, is not a very good characteristic, because expensive is quite subjective. “Cars with a cata-
log value over 100,000 euros” would be a much better characteristic.

In the context of this project, a very obvious target attribute would be the (binary) attribute
indicating if a record has conducted criminal behavior or not. In this way, EMM with a clas-
sification model could be used to capture the interaction between other target variable(s) and
conducting criminal behavior. For example, a graph can be taken as other target variables and a
graph kernel as model. Shortest Path [16] is an often-used method for this purpose.

Unfortunately, data about which record have exhibited criminal activities is not available (yet).
Hence, for EMM other target attributes must be used. A possibility would be to take each move-
ment as record, with originating location and destination location as target attributes. In this
way, the behavior of persons in the outlet or vehicles moving towards the outlet can be repre-
sented. These movements of persons in the outlet could possibly be tracked by Wi-Fi and/or
Bluetooth tracking. Around the outlet, the approach route can be tracked by Automatic Number
Plate Recognition (ANPR) sensors. These movements can be modeled as a graph. For example,
a graph in which the stores are the vertices, routes between stores the edges and a person moving
between stores a transaction. The graphs for various subgroups can be compared with each other
by choosing an appropriate model. In this way, subgroups with interesting graphs, according to
the quality measure, will stand out. This chapter will discuss such models and possible quality
measures.

For now, the sensor data from the outlet in Roermond is not available. The current available
data is originating from ANPR sensors in and around Roermond, but not at the outlet itself.
Hence, rather than directly give input for profiles of criminal activity in the outlet, this report can
only show the feasibility and possibilities of EMM on ANPR data. The ANPR data includes the
number plate number from the cars passing an ANPR sensor, a location and a time(stamp). Since
number plates are unique, routes of vehicles can be identified if they pass multiple ANPR sensors.
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Location Type Max speed
A Highway 130
B Highway 130
C Provincial 80
D Motorway 100

Table 4.1: Sensor locations with character-
istics.

UID Type Make Model Color
u1 Passenger car BMW X6 White
u2 Passenger car Mercedes GLE 350d Black
u3 Motorcycle Kawasaki Ninja Green

Table 4.2: Vehicles table with characteristics.

MID FROM TO UID Speed Weather
m1 A B u1 83 Rainy
m2 B C u1 90 Rainy
m3 C D u3 130 Sunny
m4 A B u2 110 Sunny
m5 B D u2 95 Sunny
m6 C D u2 80 Sunny
m7 B D u2 110 Clouded
m8 B D u1 93 Sunny

Table 4.3: Routes table with characteristics.

A B

C D

m1,m4

m2

m3,m6

m5,m7,m8

Figure 4.1: Augmented graph

When modeled as a graph, like in the earlier discussed ECSM model, each ANPR sensor is a
node or vertex and each vehicle an entity. When a vehicle is spotted on multiple ANPR sensors
on the same day, there is a transaction from the originating node to the destination node. Note
that transactions can have the same originating as destination node, when a vehicle is spotted
twice at the same ANPR sensor, without being spotted by another ANPR sensor. A collection of
transactions can be referred to as a route, indicating the path traveled in the graph by a single
vehicle on a single day. For clarification, example tables of characteristics for nodes, entities and
transactions are illustrated in Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 with corresponding augmented graph in Figure
4.1. Since the features of the nodes in my dataset are all similar (same type of sensor, on the same
type of road), I do not include attributes of nodes in the remainder of this report.

4.1 Attributes

Besides the attributes obtained from open data sources, as described in Chapter 3, attributes
originating or derived from sensor data can be used to describe subgroups. All transactions have an
originating and destination location, each described with a latitude and longitude coordinate. For
convenience, all nodes are numbered with a unique id, so each transaction has an originating and
destination node id as attribute. Secondly, each transaction has an (epoch) timestamp attribute
of passing the originating and destination camera. The timestamp of the originating camera is
taken as attribute and several additional attributes can be derived from this timestamp:

• Hour: the hour of the transaction is taken and rounded down. So a transaction at 23:58:11
results in a value of 23 for the “hour” attribute.

• Weekday: each date can be resolved to a the day of the week. This attribute is expressed
as a nominal value ∈ {Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday}

• Daypart: a certain time can be resolved to a daypart by keeping to the following intervals:
Night is from 00:00 till 06:00, Morning is from 06:00 till 12:00, Afternoon is from 12:00 till
18:00 and Evening is from 18:00 till 24:00.
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• Date string: the timestamp represented as a nominal value in the format YYYY-MM-DD.

• Weekend: binary attribute, indicating if the transaction took place on a weekend day or not.
Value equals 1 if weekday ∈ {Saturday, Sunday}, else 0.

Splitting the single timestamp attribute in these attributes, results in more possibilities to create
subgroups, which are possibly interesting. Besides, a description containing a certain date like
“datestring = 2018-11-19” is more clear for the modeler than a description like “1542585600 ≤
timestamp < 1542672000”.

Finally, missing values for open data are filled: for Dutch vehicles the attributes make, model,
type, color, age, ownership, insured and catalog value can be extracted from the RDW database,
but for foreign vehicles this is not possible. However, the make, model, type and color can be
determined from the camera-image by special software. More about this software in Chapter 6.
For missing values, the value “-1” or “NaN” will be filled in for respectively numerical and nominal
attributes.

4.2 Graph Representations

To perform EMM, the target attributes of a subgroup are evaluated with the target attributes of
the dataset. Subsequently, a quality measure will be used to determine the interestingness of the
subgroup. The target attributes of our subgroups are a graph, which is a quite complex object.
To compare the graph of a subgroup to the graph of the total dataset is not very straightforward.
In order to simplify this, we should look into representing this graph into a form that is easier to
compare, like a matrix or a vector.

The authors of [32] suggest to use first-order Markov chains as graph representation. Each graph
can be converted to a transition matrix (TD) of size |nodes| × |nodes|, where TD[X,Y ] represents
the amount of transactions from node X to node Y. For unconnected nodes, this value will be equal
to zero. Such a transition matrix, can be constructed for both the total dataset as all possible
subgroups. An example, of how to construct such a transition matrix from a graph, is given in
Figure 4.2. Next section will discuss quality measures to describe the interestingness of such a
transaction matrix, representing the movement of a subgroup.

Some quality measures however, require a vector as input instead of a matrix. There are several
ways to convert a matrix to a vector. First method is to sum a matrix over the x-axis or y-axis.
This results in a vector of length |nodes|, where the ith item represents the amount of outgoing or
ingoing transactions for node ni, depending over which axis the amount is summed. However, this
results in some information loss, since it is not clear anymore to which node the transactions are
going to or coming from. A way to convert the transaction matrix to a vector without data loss, is
by flattening the matrix. This implies pasting each row of the matrix behind the previous row of
the matrix, resulting in a vector of length |nodes|× |nodes|. Last option, is by comparing the rows
of two matrices pairwise, but this would be a disadvantage for graphs that do not cover all nodes.
In the transition matrix of these graphs there would be rows with only zeros. For these rows, some
of the quality measures, like cosine distance, can not be computed. Since graphs that do not cover
all nodes may be interesting and information loss is not desirable, flattening seems the best option.

Another way to represent a graph as vector, is by extracting features that describe the graph.
The authors of [33] mention a set of 21 topological features to describe a graph. Capturing these
features in a vector, results in a representation that represents the graph of either the dataset or
a subgroup. However, I decided to not take all the 21 described features into account. I dropped
the features that needed node labels as input (Nr.18-21), since our dataset does not contain node
labels. Also the features that use the eigenvalues of the graph are dropped (Nr.13-17), because
including these, resulted in subgroups of very small sizes. Some features required that the graph
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Figure 4.2: Transition matrix constructed from graph

is connected. However, this is not necessarily the case in our dataset. When a graph was uncon-
nected, I computed the values for these features (Nr.6-8) on the largest connected subgraph in the
graph.

4.3 Quality Measures

In Table 4.4, we can see an overview of the quality measures that can be used to express the
interestingness for previously described representations of graphs. Note that most of these qual-
ity measures are modified, to include the size of the subgroup into the score. This in order to
prevent that the result would only include subgroups with a very small size. The transition ma-
trix or (feature) vector of a subgroup or the full dataset are denoted with respectively g and d,
where gij accesses the ith row and jth column of the transition matrix for subgroup g and di the
ith element of the (feature) vector for the dataset. The purpose of this section is not to give a
complete overview of all possible quality measures, but to show a few relevant ones for the mod-
els used in this report. An example of a more complete overview is composed by the authors of [27].

4.4 Redundant Subgroups

One of the biggest problems of beam search, is that the resulting subgroups are often redundant
and these subgroup descriptions describe more or less the same subset of the dataset. Consider the
dataset used in this project, where the attributes allow the beam search to find very similar or even
identical subgroups. For example, the subgroup descriptions: “model=Polo”, “make=Volkswagen
∧ model=Polo” and “model=Polo ∧ type=CAR”. If the subgroup containing Volkswagen Polos
is exceptional, these subgroups (and more similar ones) will dominate the top w found subgroups
of the beam search. In order to prevent this, some mechanisms can be implemented.

Definition 4.4.1. Subgroup Description: A subgroup description is a composition of
constraints on one or multiple attributes of the dataset. If there is no constraint on an
attribute the subgroup description takes all values for this attributes, for convenience this
is often omitted. Extracting records that match these constraints results in a subgroup.
More formally: a description with constraints on certain attributes D(ai1, ..., a

i
k) can be

applied to each record ri ∈ Ω so that the record is either covered by this description or not
D → ri ∈ {0, 1}. All records that are covered by description D form the subgroup GD.

The fastest method, to eliminate redundant subgroups, is by comparing subgroup descriptions.
A method to do this, is by keeping the subgroups that are most specific, as mentioned by the
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Name Input Formula

Manhattan Matrix/Vector
∑
i

(∑
j

gij ·
∑
j

∣∣∣ gij∑
j gij
− dij∑

j dij

∣∣∣) [39, 32]

Cosine Vector
∑
i

gi ·
∑
i
gidi√∑

i
g2i

√∑
i
d2i

WRAcc Vector
∑
i

(
maxx∈gg(x)
maxx∈dd(x)

·
(

gi
maxx∈gg(x)

− di
maxx∈dd(x)

))
[23]

Hellinger Matrix/Vector
∑
i

(∑
j

gij ·
√∑

j

(√
gij −

√
dij
))

Statistical Matrix/Vector
|µg−µd|√
σ̂2g
|g|+

σ̂2
d

|d|

[39]

Table 4.4: Overview of quality measures

authors of [23]. A subgroup description D1 is more specific than subgroup description D2 if for
all attributes ∀ai ∈ A holds that:

• D1(ai) = D2(ai) for nominal values

• [a1i , b
1
i ] ⊆ [a2i , b

2
i ] for all numerical values, where a1i is the lower bound for D1(ai) and b1i is the

upper bound for D1(ai). For one-sided interval, one of these values is either the minimum
or maximum value of an attribute.

This algorithm will be referred to as the closest context algorithm. However, a more specific sub-
group is not necessarily more interesting. Also the score of the subgroup, should be taken into
account. In order to evict a subgroup, that is already in the beam, the new subgroup should be
more specific and the score should at least be equal to the score of the subgroup to evict. This also
holds the other way around: if a subgroup in the beam is more specific than the subgroup to add,
but the score of the added subgroup is higher, then the subgroup in the beam gets evicted. Hence,
the subgroup with the description “make=Volkswagen ∧ model=Polo” would evict the subgroup
with the description “model=Polo”, but not the subgroup with the description “model=Polo ∧
type=CAR”. The subgroup with the description “Make=Volkswagen ∧ 10 ≤ hour < 12” would
only evict the subgroup with the description “Make=Volkswagen ∧ 8 ≤ hour < 19” if the score of
the first subgroup is higher. The process of adding a subgroup to the beam with closest context
is represented in Algorithm 1 as pseudo-code.

Another method to eliminate redundant subgroups, is to evaluate which records the top n descrip-
tions cover. The algorithm, presented by the authors of [30], will be referred to as subgroup set
selection. In this algorithm a candidate size (|Cand|) should be chosen larger than the beam size
(|Cand| > w). Instead of adding subgroups to the beam in the beam search algorithm, the sub-
groups must be added to the candidate list. At the end of each step in the beam search algorithm
(before proceeding to the next depth), this candidate list should be evaluated in the following way:

• The subgroups in the candidate list should be sorted on the score of the quality measure in
a descending order.

• In order of the subgroups the cover score should be calculated for each subgroup according
to the following formula:
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Algorithm 1 Beam Search adding step with closest context

1: procedure AddGroupToBeam
2: if beam.size = width ∧ newSubgroup.score < beam.lowestScore then
3: return
4: for each subgroup ∈ beam do
5: if newSubgroup isMoreSpecificThan(subgroup) then
6: if newSubgroup.score ≥ subgroup.score then
7: beam.evict(subgroup)
8: else
9: return

10: else if subgroup isMoreSpecificThan(newSubgroup) then
11: if subgroup.score ≥ newSubgroup.score then
12: return
13: else
14: beam.evict(subgroup)

15: beam.add(newSubgroup)
16: if beam.size > width then
17: beam.evict(beam.lowestScoringGroup)

Ω(G,Sel) =
1

|g|
∑
t∈G

αc(t,Sel) (4.1)

Where α ∈ [0, 1] indicating if the record is already covered or not.

• The candidate list is sorted on the value of: ϕ(G) ·Ω(G, sel) and the top w is kept as beam
for next step(s), other subgroups are evicted.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of these mechanisms, I ran several beam searches with attributes
∈ {Make, Model, Type, Country}, depth 2, width 10, candidate size 40, quality measure cosine
and transition matrices as model class. In the first beam search, I did not include closest context
or subgroup set selection, in the second beam search only the closest context algorithm, in the
third only subgroup set selection and in the fourth and last both algorithms. We can see the
results of these beam searches in Tables 4.5 - 4.8. As we can be in Table 4.5, only four unique
subgroups are found, other subgroup descriptions describe the exact same subgroups, but with
other attributes. The closest context algorithm slightly improves this to six unique subgroups, as
we can see in Table 4.7. When applying subgroup set selection, ten unique subgroups are found.
If we look at the results of this third beam search in Table 4.7, we can see that all subgroups with
“model=Citea” in the subgroup description have disappeared. This is because all vehicles of the
model Citea are buses and since the description “type=Bus” is present earlier in the beam, the
cover score of the subgroups with “model=Citea” is equal to 0. When applying both algorithms,
the exact same subgroups are found as with only subgroup set selection, as we can see in Table
4.8: the subgroup sizes are equal to the subgroups in Table 4.7. The subgroup descriptions in the
fourth beam search are more specific than the subgroup descriptions in the third beam search,
because more attributes are used to describe the same subgroups. This is more desirable, because
this gives more information to the person who has to interpret the results. Since this seems to give
the best results, the combination of closest context and subgroup set selection will be used in the
remainder of this report. The combination of these two algorithms also has the advantage that
the candidate list will be less filled with redundant subgroups. This allows a smaller candidate
size and thus a shorter running time of the beam search algorithm.
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Description Score Subgroup size
country=DEU 1048.49 4034
country=DEU ∧ type=CAR 962.73 3650
make=VDL ∧ country=NLD 395.71 961
make=VDL ∧ type=Bus 395.71 961
make=VDL 395.71 961
model=Citea ∧ country=NLD 395.55 952
model=Citea ∧ type=Bus 395.55 952
make=VDL ∧ model=Citea 395.55 952
model=Citea 395.55 952
type=Bus, country=NLD 323.12 1272

Table 4.5: Beam search without redundant subgroup removal

Description Score Subgroup size
country=DEU 1048.49 4034
type=Bus ∧ make=VDL 395.71 961
make=VDL ∧country=NLD 395.71 961
type=Bus ∧ model=Citea 395.55 952
model=Citea ∧ country=NLD 395.55 952
model=Citea ∧ make=VDL 395.55 952
type=Bus ∧ country=NLD 323.12 1272
type=Taxi ∧ country=NLD 204.59 2200
type=Bedrijfsauto ∧ country=NLD 178.02 9717
model=Superb ∧ country=NLD 150.32 329

Table 4.6: Beam search with closest context algorithm

Description Score Subgroup size
country=DEU 1048.49 4034
make=VDL 395.71 961
type=Bus 323.12 1272
type=Taxi 204.59 2200
type=Bedrijfsauto 178.02 9717
model=Superb ∧ country=NLD 150.32 329
model=ZOE 120.41 141
make=Toyota ∧ type=CAR 71.28 9659
model=V70 ∧ country=NLD 52.04 466
make=Daewoo ∧ country=NLD 45.20 230

Table 4.7: Beam search with subgroup set selection

Description Score Subgroup size
country=DEU 1048.49 4034
make=VDL ∧ country=NLD 395.71 961
type=Bus ∧ country=NLD 323.12 1272
type=Taxi ∧ country=NLD 204.59 2200
type=Bedrijfsauto ∧ country=NLD 178.02 9717
model=Superb ∧ country=NLD 150.32 329
model=ZOE ∧ make=Renault 120.41 141
make=Toyota ∧ type=CAR 71.28 9659
model=V70 ∧ country=NLD 52.04 466
make=Daewoo ∧ country=NLD 45.20 230

Table 4.8: Beam search with both redundant subgroup removal algorithms
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4.5 Distribution Models

Figure 4.3: Distribution of all hits per hour

In previous sections, two different models are discussed to evaluate subgroups based on their
movement in a graph: transition matrices and vectors with topological features. Based on the
attributes of this dataset, other types of models are possible to evaluate the subgroups with. Ear-
lier, we looked at transactions where each transaction has an originating node and destination
node, but we could also look at each passage of an ANPR sensor individually. In this way, each
record in the dataset has a single node id of the node that it passed, such a record will be re-
ferred to as a (ANPR) hit. For both the dataset and the subgroups, the amount of hits can be
grouped per hour, weekday, part of the day or date. For example, the distribution of hits per
hour is presented in Figure 4.3. In this figure, we can see the peak corresponding to the evening
rush hour from 16:00 until 18:00; Notice the absence of a morning rush hour in this period and area.

Such a distribution can be modeled as a vector. For each subgroup and the full dataset, such
a vector can be constructed. The length of each vector will be equal to the amount of unique
values in a certain time representation. Hence, for the distribution of hits per hour, the vector
will be of length 24. The vector of a subgroup and full dataset can be evaluated with one of the
previously discussed quality measures. The different time periods might be useful for different
purposes. When we are interested in which subgroups are responsible for relative more traffic
in the night, the daypart distribution might be useful. Conversely, when we are interested when
there is late-night shopping in Roermond, the date distribution might be useful.

Besides the distribution per hour and above-mentioned distributions, other distributions can be
made. For example, composite, more complex distributions are possible, such as: hits per hour
and day of the week or hits per daypart and date.
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Chapter 5

Results

5.1 First results

In the previous chapter, I conducted a beam search to demonstrate the differences between the
redundancy algorithms. This beam search is conducted on a subset of the data: the period from 4
September until 24 September. To understand why these subgroups are exceptional, we will look
into the movement of these subgroups, since this is captured by the model. This movement will be
visualized in a graph, where the nodes are represented in a circle, to not reveal the actual location
of the ANPR sensors. The amount of transactions, between two nodes, will be represented by a
weighted edge.

Edges are bi-directional: both traffic from node A to node B, as from node B to node A is
possible. The large dots at the nodes themselves, represent the amount of transactions from node
A to node A itself. The colors indicate the amount of transactions on an edge, where red rep-
resents the largest amount of transactions within a (sub)graph and green the smallest amount
of transactions. For the sake of clarity, I filtered out edges that have a weight below 1% of the
maximum weight in a certain (sub)graph. Hence, it might be possible that subgraphs have edges
that the total graph does not have. The full movement of the dataset is visualized in Figure 5.1.

We start with the subgroup in Figure 5.2, which only covers several nodes in the graph. Inspection
of the ANPR images, in this subgroup, shows that this group mostly consists of public transport
buses. This group is recognizable by the predetermined driving route, but also by the fact that
these vehicles pass the same camera every several hours at more or less the same minute. The
second exceptional subgroup, visible in Figure 5.3, consists of taxi vehicles. This group stands
out because it has relatively more traffic on the edges from and to the upper two nodes. Also a
(bi-directional) edge is present in this subgroup that could not be spotted in the total dataset.
Thirdly, Figure 5.4 shows an interesting graph: apparently, the Renault Zoës driving in Roermond
mostly pass a single camera. Inspection of the corresponding ANPR images shows that the num-
ber plates were consecutive and a company logo was present on the cars. Probably, the company
is located close to this specific camera and the vehicles are used for transport outside Roermond.
The last subgroup, visible in Figure 5.5, consists of German vehicles. When we look at the the
edges of the total dataset in Figure 5.1, we can see that bi-directional edges have more or less
the same weight, except for one specific edge. For the German vehicles, this does not hold at all.
This indicates that German vehicles, in contrary to others, do not take the same route on the way
back. Besides that, most traffic is going to the node on the top left, but not away from this node.
This indicates that from here, vehicles disappear outside camera sight.

The exact same beam search can be executed for the distribution model with amount of hits
per hour. The results for this beam search are represented in Table 5.1. Looking at the results
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Figure 5.1:
all

Figure 5.2:
make=VDL ∧ country=NLD

Figure 5.3:
type=Taxi ∧ country=NLD

Figure 5.4:
model=ZOE ∧ make=Renault

Figure 5.5:
Country=DEU

of this beam search, we can see some obvious subgroups, including: taxis, trucks and German
vehicles. Their hour distribution deviates from the total dataset, which mainly consists of Dutch
cars. The histograms of some of these results are visualized in Figures 5.6 - 5.9.

In Figure 5.6, we can see that there are spikes at two moments of the day. This can be explained
by the fact that these are the rush hours for commuting traffic. This phenomenon can not be
spotted in the full dataset however, as discussed in Section 4.5. This is probably caused by the
fact that a Ford Transit is a van, which is often used as company car. Figure 5.7 shows that
for Belgian cars, the increase in vehicles is increasing much faster after 08:00 than for the total
dataset, in which the increase is more gradually. For Polish cars, we can see in Figure 5.8 that the
distribution of hits is more at the end of the afternoon and in the beginning of the evening than
for the total dataset. Finally, in Figure 5.9 we can observe that the distribution for trucks is more
scattered over the day, with only a decrease between 23:00 - 04:00.
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Description Score Subgroup size
country=DEU 585.84 17526
type=Bedrijfsauto ∧ country=NLD 489.51 27959
type=Taxi ∧ country=NLD 156.68 3519
type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 148.80 249111
model=Transit ∧ country=NLD 142.37 2975
type=HVT 127.75 1057
type=CAR ∧ country=BEL 104.68 4046
model=NaN 101.34 6333
type=CAR ∧ make=Mercedes 92.57 2379
type=CAR ∧ country=POL 52.31 1168

Table 5.1: Beam search for hour distribution

Figure 5.6:
model=Transit ∧ country=NLD

Figure 5.7:
type=CAR ∧ country=BEL

Figure 5.8:
type=CAR ∧ country=POL

Figure 5.9:
type=HVT
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5.2 Evaluation Methods

Previously, we discussed that the score or interestingness of a subgroup is determined by evaluating
the target attribute of a subgroup with the target attribute of the total dataset, using a quality
measure. However, there are more possibilities. A very obvious one, is to use the complement
of the subgroup to score the subgroup against, instead of the full dataset. The complement is
indicated with GC and is the result of Ω \ G. Another method, is to compare the score of the
subgroup with scores of random sampled subgroups of the same size, as proposed in [32]. Let R
be the set of r random samples, each of size |G| and ∀i ∈ r : Ri ⊂ D. Then, the quality score for
a subgroup can be computed with:

q(G,D) =
ϕ(G,D)− µ(ϕ(R1, D), ..., ϕ(Rr, D))

σ(ϕ(R1, D), ..., ϕ(Rr, D)) + ε
(5.1)

Where ε is a very small term, to prevent a division by zero error and ϕ the chosen quality measure.
Important is that r is big enough to ensure a stable result, otherwise each beam search would
result in different most exceptional subgroups. To observe what the effects of these scoring mech-
anisms are, I ran the exact same beam search as in Section 4.4, only with respectively using the
complement and sampling as scoring mechanism. When using sampling, the value of 50 is chosen
for r. The results of these beam searches are presented in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.

When looking at the results of the scoring mechanism with the complement, it can be noticed that
this mechanism favors large groups. The scores of all cars and all Dutch vehicles is ridiculously
high, in contrast to other subgroups. This is caused by the fact that the complement of these
subgroups is small, which makes these subgroups seem exceptional and because the subgroup
size is an important factor in the quality measure, the score becomes very high. Since the score
without the group size factor of the subgroup “country!=NLD” would be as high as the score for
the subgroup “country=NLD”, it makes sense to take the minimum size of the subgroup and the
complement in the quality measure. So for cosine distance the formula would change to:

ϕ(G,GC) = min(|G|, |GC |) ·

n∑
i=1

GiG
C
i√

n∑
i=1

G2
i

√
n∑
i=1

(GCi )2

(5.2)

Results for the sampling evaluation methods, seem to be even worse and are dominated by small
subgroups. This however, makes sense: due to the weight factor in the quality measures, all sam-
ples of small subgroups have a low score and therefore the standard deviation would be minimal.
To solve this, we can omit the group size factor of the quality measure or divide the standard
deviation by the group size, like in the t-distribution [41]. This formula would look like:

q(G,D) =
ϕ(G,D)− µ(ϕ(R1, D), ..., ϕ(Rr, D))

(σ(ϕ(R1, D), ..., ϕ(Rr, D)) + ε)
/√
|G|

(5.3)

Applying these suggestion influences the result in a positive way as we can see in Table 5.4 for
the minimum group size of the group and complement, in Table 5.5 for dividing the standard
deviation by the group size and in Table 5.6 for omitting the group size in the quality measure for
sampling.
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Description Score Subgroup
size

country=NLD 16395.87 95744
type=CAR 2146.96 87537
country=DEU 1123.06 4034
make=DAF 151.17 444
make=Mercedes 140.97 726
make=MAN 108.70 240
type=HVT 96.04 284
type=VAN 91.69 380
make=Setra 54.76 68
country=BGR 50.13 247

Table 5.2: Beam search with complement

Description Score Subgroup
size

country=DEU ∧
model=Xc70

5.83 1

model=Citea 4.04 952
model=X2 3.36 1
model=Kangoo ∧ coun-
try=NLD

3.31 401

model=Intouro 3.00 1
make=Humbaur 2.96 2
model=FM370 2.94 1
model=35 2.91 2
country=DEU ∧
model=Carnival

2.90 1

model=Ae65nc 2.89 1

Table 5.3: Beam search with sampling

Description Score Subgroup
size

country=DEU 1123.06 4034
country=NLD 992.55 95744
type=CAR 343.44 87537
make=DAF 151.17 444
make=Mercedes 140.97 726
make=MAN 108.70 240
type=HVT 96.04 284
type=VAN 91.69 380
make=Setra 54.76 68
country=BGR 50.13 247

Table 5.4: Beam search with complement
(minimal group size)

Description Score Subgroup
size

country=NLD 6417.34 95744
make=Audi ∧ type=CAR 340.16 2833
make=Volkswagen 194.65 11224
make=KIA 91.24 3027
make=Citroen 48.85 3977
type=HVT 45.23 284
model=Trafic 19.21 420
make=Jeep 15.61 144
model=Evoque 15.59 104
model=Yeti 15.11 89

Table 5.5: Beam search with sampling
(divide standard deviation by group size)

Description Score Subgroup size
make=Volkswagen 812887.95 11224
model=Fiesta ∧ make=Ford 738524.75 1794
make=Audi ∧ type=CAR 664340.53 2833
country=DEU 537264.76 4034
make=Renault ∧ country=NLD 480101.60 6625
make=BMW 425200.46 3298
make=Opel 354690.14 7638
make=Citroen 280970.96 3977
make=Nissan 150235.25 2837
make=Seat 101919.55 2278

Table 5.6: Beam search with sampling
(omit group size from quality measure)
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5.3 Final results

In previous sections, I already discussed the deviant behavior of various groups, both transaction-
ally and distribution wise. Amongst these groups, the most logically and obvious groups, such as:
taxis, buses and German vehicles, were present. In this section, all previous mentioned techniques,
models and quality measures will be used on a larger dataset. This dataset contains records in
the period from 4 September till 1 December with 816,465 transactions and 2,607,368 hits. The
goal of this section is not to visualize all found subgroups for the beam searches, but to show the
different results for various models and quality measures. Besides, this section will show which
kind of exceptional patterns can be deduced using EMM on ANPR data.

At first, I ran four beam searches using transition matrices as model, width 40, depth 3, can-
didate size 400 and attributes ∈ {model, make, type, country, weekday, date}. With each beam
search, I used a different quality measure ∈ {cosine, manhattan, hellinger, WRAcc}, to check if
different quality measures, would find different (interesting) subgroups. For further beam searches
in this section, the settings: width 40, depth 3 and candidate size 400, will be used, unless men-
tioned otherwise. For each beam search, the most interesting subgroups will be discussed. Also,
all resulting subgroups in the beam are documented in Appendix A. At each beam search the
corresponding table in the appendix will be referenced.

The beam search with manhattan distance as quality measure (Table A.2), shows the least promis-
ing results. The majority of the subgroups only have a certain day and/or date as subgroup
description and the networks of these subgroups are subjectively not very interesting. However,
a not earlier mentioned interesting subgroup of Renault Trafics is found, which movement is vi-
sualized in Figure 5.11. Note that this group mostly consists of one-directional traffic, on very
few edges of the graph. The beam search with hellinger distance as quality measure (Table A.3),
performs similar: most subgroups only have a date description and the largest vehicle makes
are found as subgroup. No new interesting subgroups are found with this quality measure. The
WRAcc quality measure (Table A.4) performs significantly better and has a great overlap with
the subgroups found by cosine distance. Both beam searches found the interesting subgroup of
Volvo V70s, visible in Figure 5.12. We can see that this subgroup has relatively more traffic on 2
certain edges. Interesting subgroups only found by cosine quality measure (Table A.1), include:
Skoda Superbs (Figure 5.13) and Bulgarian vehicles (Figure 5.14). Further inspection shows that
a significant part of the Skoda Superb subgroup are taxis, which can explain the concentration
at one of the right nodes. For Bulgarian vehicles, it seems that their movement primarily takes
place in the part above the city center of Roermond. Note that this is completely in contrast with
the subgroup of buses in Figure 5.2, for which the movement is primarily concentrated in the city
center. A subgroup that is found by all quality measures is the traffic on the 16th of November,
visible in Figure 5.15. For this subgroup, we can observe two interesting things. At first, there is
relatively more traffic between the top left and bottom left node. Secondly, in this subgraph there
is a bi-directional edge from the bottom left node to the top right node, which can not be spotted
in the total graph. Again, this is due to the filter that filters out edges with a lower weight than
1% of the maximum weight within a (sub)graph.

The exact same beam search for the cosine quality measure, while using sampling (Table A.5),
resulted in some new interesting subgroups. Figure 5.17 shows the movement of vehicles of the
model Leon. We can see that this subgroup had relatively more traffic on the top left node and
that a bi-directional edge is not present in the graph. Another very interesting subgroup, found by
this beam search, is the subgroup with all traffic on the 25th of November, visible in Figure 5.18.
The movement of this subgroup is very similar to the movement of the Leon vehicles: the same
bi-directional edge is missing and there is relatively more traffic around the top left node. Inspec-
tion shows that this missing bi-directional edge goes straight through the city center of Roermond.
Perhaps there was detour or roadblock on that specific day, causing that traffic on this edge was
not possible. However, I can not explain why the movement of this subgroup is very similar to the
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Figure 5.10:
all

Figure 5.11:
make=Renault ∧ type=VAN

∧ model=Trafic

Figure 5.12:
model=V70

Figure 5.13:
country=NLD ∧ make=Skoda

∧ model=Superb

Figure 5.14:
country=BGR

Figure 5.15:
datestring=2018-11-16 ∧

weekday=Friday

movement of the Leon vehicles. The same beam search, with cosine quality measure, could also
be executed for the complement scoring mechanism (Table A.6). This showed some interesting
results. Most outstanding one is the subgroup with Hungarian vehicles on the 19th of November,
visible in Figure 5.19. While the size of this subgroup is very small (n=16), the movement of this
group on that day significantly differs from their normal movement (n=948), visible in Figure 5.20.

For another beam search, I used the same settings and attributes, the topological features model
and cosine quality measure (Table A.7). This resulted in the following interesting subgroups:
German Mercedes E-Class cars (Figure 5.21), Porsches 911 (Figure 5.22) and DAF FAGs (Figure
5.23). What stands out, is that the subgroups found with this topological model are smaller in
size than the subgroups found with the transition model. Also, the graphs of the most interesting
subgroups, according to this quality measure, are structurally different. For the German E-Class
cars, we can see that almost all traffic is one-directional. This can explain why the movement of
German vehicles on bi-directional edges was not balanced, as we have seen in Figure 5.5. The
movement of Porsches 911, in Figure 5.22, is very similar to the German E-Class Mercedeses. For
the DAF FAGs in Figure 5.23, we can see an interesting pattern: there is a lot of traffic from one
of the right nodes to the bottom left node and subsequently from this node to the top left node.
This pattern has not been observed in any other subgroup this far.

Until now, we did not use all available attributes in the beam searches. The attributes: age,
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Figure 5.16:
all

Figure 5.17:
model=Leon ∧ type=CAR

Figure 5.18:
datestring=2018-11-25

Figure 5.19:
weekday=Monday
∧ country=HUN

∧ datestring=2018-11-19

Figure 5.20:
country=HUN

ownership, insured and catalog price, are only available for Dutch vehicles. In order to use these
attributes, it is useful to run a beam search on the subset of Dutch vehicles. However, this beam
search did not reveal any new interesting insights at all (Table A.8). The attributes were only used
to describe the already found subgroups more extensive. Often, descriptions such as “age>0” or
“catalog price≤216,000.00” are found. To prevent that these attributes are only used to describe
already found subgroups more extensive, I made use of dynamic discretization. This means that
numerical attributes, in every step of the beam search, are converted to nominal attributes. This
conversion is done by choosing an amount of bins, which will automatically be the amount of
values for the nominal attribute. Based on the amount of bin, intervals are calculated in a way
that every interval has the same amount of records. Each numerical value can be placed into an
interval and will be replaced by the nominal value of the interval. This nominal value are the
bounds of the interval represented as text. By doing this, it is no longer needed to round the
catalog price to thousands, the age to years or the ownership to weeks. Note that the values
for ownership and age are represented in days. After implementing this technique, I ran a beam
search with cosine quality measure, transition matrices as model, 10 bins per numerical value and
attributes ∈ {model, catalog price, ownership, make, hour, weekday, age, insured} on the subset
of Dutch cars (Table A.9). Some results of this beam search, are visualized in Figures 5.25 - 5.29,
with all traffic in Figure 5.24 as reference. When we compare this graph of all Dutch cars with
the graph of all traffic, in Figure 5.10, we can see that the graph of all Dutch cars is missing a
single edge. By using dynamic discretization, the attributes age, ownership and catalog price are
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Figure 5.21:
model=E-Class
∧ country=DEU
∧ make=Mercedes

Figure 5.22:
make=911 ∧ type=CAR
∧ make=Porsche

Figure 5.23:
model=FAG ∧ country=NLD
∧ type=Company-car

not only used to describe the already known groups, but can find new interesting subgroups. In
the remainder of this section, we will use this dynamic discretization technique on the numerical
attributes ∈ {age, ownership, catalog price, temperature}.

Other attributes that are not used this far, are the temperature and weather description. For tech-
nical reasons, I only have data about the weather for the period from 4 September till 18 October.
On this subset of the data, I ran a beam search with quality measure cosine, transition matrices
as model and attributes ∈ {make, model, country, type, weather description, temperature} (Table
A.10). Unfortunately, this did not result in very interesting subgroups. In the resulting beam, only
2 descriptions were present that either included the temperature or weather description attribute.
In Figures 5.31 and 5.32, the movement of these groups is visualized, which is not very interesting.

After the 17th of December, new (ANPR) cameras are placed in Roermond. I was curious whether
patterns exist that could only be spotted using these new cameras. To investigate this, I ran two
beam searches in the period 17 December - 12 January, one including the new cameras (Table A.12)
and one with only the already discussed cameras (Table A.11). Figure 5.33 shows the movement
of all traffic, using only the old cameras. We can clearly see that there is no traffic from and to
the three newly added cameras. Figure 5.35 shows the movement of all traffic, including the new
cameras. For the sake of clarity, I removed all edges with a weight lower than 5% of the maximum
weight, instead of the earlier mentioned 1%. In the beam search with all cameras, the subgroup of
Dutch Hyundai cars can be found, which is visualized in Figure 5.36. This subgroup is not found
in the beam search with only the old cameras. If we compare the movement of this subgroup with
the total dataset, using only the old cameras, we can see that the movement in Figure 5.34 is
not much different from the total dataset in Figure 5.33. If we compare this subgroup in Figure
5.36 with the total dataset in Figure 5.35, using the new cameras, significant differences can be
spotted. Another pattern that could only be spotted using the new cameras, is the subgroup of
vehicles on Wednesday 2019-01-09.

Next, I applied different kinds of distribution models to find interesting subgroups. At first, I
ran a beam search with attributes ∈ {make, model, country ,type}, quality measure cosine and
the amount of hits per weekday and hour as model (Table A.13). In Figure 5.38, we can see
the distribution of all traffic. In this figure, several patterns can be noticed. On Monday till
Thursday and somewhat on Friday, there are morning and evening rush hours. On Saturday and
Sunday, there is a more gradual increase and decrease of traffic and on Sunday there is less traf-
fic in general. Amongst the most interesting subgroups, are the (Dutch) company cars (Figure
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Figure 5.24:
country=NLD ∧ type=CAR

Figure 5.25:
model=Berlingo ∧

insured=1 ∧ hour≤17

Figure 5.26:
model=Golf ∧ age>1789
∧ age≤2288 ∧ hour≤22

Figure 5.27:
model=Lancer ∧ hour>2 ∧

hour≤23 ∧ make=Mitsubishi

Figure 5.28:
make=Renault ∧ hour≤23
∧ ownership>339
∧ ownership≤718

Figure 5.29:
make=Suzuki ∧ hour>6 ∧

hour≤15 ∧ catalog price>9499
∧ catalog price≤1117

5.39), which are used less during the weekend, Belgian (Figure 5.40) and German cars, who more
or less follow the same pattern, with more traffic during the weekend than during the week and
the Polish cars (Figure 5.41), which seem to have different rush hours. The Polish cars also seem
to have a morning rush on Saturday morning, a similar pattern can be observed for Bulgarian cars.

After this, I zoomed at the subset of Dutch cars, for which the RDW attributes could be used in
the beam search. I changed the model from hour per day, to hour during the week and weekend
and ran the beam search with cosine quality measure and attributes ∈ {make, model, node, cat-
alog price, ownership, age, insured} (Table A.14). The distribution of this subset is visualized in
Figure 5.42. In here, we can see the already observed patterns: morning and evening rush hours
and less traffic during the weekend. The attribute “node” could not be observed in any subgroup
description, indicating that no exceptional patterns could be found that only occurred at a certain
location. Some interesting subgroups are visualized in Figures 5.43 - 5.47. Most interesting, is
the subgroup with uninsured Volkswagen Polos (Figure 5.43). This is the one of the few found
subgroup, consisting of uninsured vehicles. Furthermore, the subgroups with Opel Merriva and
Toyota cars, in respectively Figure 5.44 and 5.45, do not show rush hours. The subgroups with
Corsa and Trafic cars, in respectively Figure 5.47 and 5.46, show large outliers at certain hours.

The same beam search could be executed for non-Dutch cars with only the attribute ∈ {make,
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Figure 5.30:
all

Figure 5.31:
type=Car ∧ country=NLD
∧ temperature>0.0
∧ temperature≤9.0

Figure 5.32:
type=Car ∧ country=NLD
∧ weather description=

Overcast clouds

model, node, country} (Table A.15). The total distribution of this subset is visualized in Figure
5.48. Interesting subgroups include: vehicles from the make Fiat (Figure 5.49), which has a sur-
plus of traffic in the afternoon and Volvo XC60 cars (Figure 5.50), which have a large surplus in
traffic around 08:00 and barely travel in the evening and at night.

Another used model, is the amount of hits per date. For this model, I ran a beam search with
attributes ∈ {make, model, type, country} (Table: A.16). Figure 5.51 shows the distribution of
the dataset. Some dates have (almost) no data or a huge decrease, because for some days less data
is collected due to technical issues. Amongst the most interesting subgroups, are buses (Figure
5.52) and Bulgarian cars (Figure 5.53). The distribution of buses show a large surplus in traffic
around 6 and 7 October. Analysis with open data showed that in this weekend there was substi-
tute transport with buses instead of trains, due to maintenance on the railroads. For Bulgarian
vehicles, we can see that there is a weekly pattern with a spike of traffic on Saturdays.

Similarly to the transition model, we could also look for the distribution model, whether the addi-
tion of new cameras reveals new patterns. I ran a beam search with the hour distribution model,
cosine quality measure and attributes ∈ {model, type, make, weekday, country, view, node} in the
period 17 December - 10 January, including the new cameras (Table A.17). The total distribution
of this group is visualized in Figure 5.54. A very interesting subgroup that is found in this beam
search, are the taxis of model “E220”, visible in Figure 5.56. We can see that this type of taxi is
most active during the night. While, if we look at the distribution of all taxis in Figure 5.55, we
can see that all taxis in general are most active during the morning and afternoon. This pattern
could only be spotted using the new cameras. These cameras are placed in the city center, where
apparently taxis drive more frequently.

For this same dataset, with the new cameras, I ran two beam searches with respectively using
the complement (Table A.18) and sampling (Table A.19) as scoring mechanisms. Figures 5.57
and 5.58 show two subgroups found with the complement scoring mechanism. Figures 5.59 and
5.60 show two subgroups found with the sampling mechanism. All four subgroups could not be
found in earlier beam searches. In these figures, we can observe that German Opels mainly visit
Roermond in the afternoon, Skoda taxis are continuously used throughout the day, with a decrease
during the morning rush hours, trailers are mostly used during office hours and on Wednesdays,
Mercedes vehicles show a surplus in traffic around 13:00.

Finally, I was curious if differences between time periods could be spotted in the dataset, using
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Figure 5.33:
all

Figure 5.34:
country=NLD ∧ type=CAR

∧ make=Hyundai

Figure 5.35:
all

Figure 5.36:
country=NLD ∧ type=CAR

∧ make=Hyundai

Figure 5.37:
datestring=2019-01-09
∧ weekday=Wednesday

the beam search algorithm. For this purpose, I ran two beam searches with data of different peri-
ods (Tables A.20 - A.21). By comparing the subgroups found by both beam searches, differences
between time periods could be spotted. Figure 5.61 and 5.62 respectively show the movement for
Ford S-MAX vehicles in the months October and November. Figures 5.63 and 5.64 respectively
show the hour distribution of Renault Captur vehicles in the months October and November. The
differences are very minimal, better subgroups could not be found with this method. Possibly, a
model can be created with such a quality measure that the differences between time periods are
used to score subgroups. With this model, the target attributes of a subgroup could be compared
against the target attributes of the same subgroup, but in another time period. This however is
outside the scope of this project.
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Figure 5.38: All

Figure 5.39: country=NLD ∧ type=Company-car

Figure 5.40: country=BEL ∧ type=CAR



Figure 5.41: country=POL ∧ type=CAR

Figure 5.42: country=NLD ∧ type=CAR

Figure 5.43: insured=0 ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Volkswagen



Figure 5.44: model=Meriva ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Opel

Figure 5.45: make=Toyota ∧ insured=0 ∧ catalog price>17530 ∧ catalog price≤21855

Figure 5.46: model=Trafic ∧ country=NLD ∧ insured=1



Figure 5.47: model=Corsa ∧ age>3373 ∧ age≤4014 ∧ insured=1

Figure 5.48: country!=NLD ∧ type=CAR

Figure 5.49: make=Fiat



Figure 5.50: make=Volvo ∧ model=XC60

Figure 5.51: All

Figure 5.52: type=BUS



Figure 5.53: type=CAR ∧ country=BGR

Figure 5.54:
All

Figure 5.55:
type=Taxi

Figure 5.56:
model=E220 ∧ type=Taxi

Figure 5.57:
country=DEU ∧ make=Opel

Figure 5.58:
type=Taxi ∧ make=Skoda

Figure 5.59:
country=NLD ∧ type=Trailer

Figure 5.60:
weekday=Wednesday ∧ make=Mercedes



Figure 5.61:
model=S-MAX ∧ month=October

Figure 5.62:
model=S-MAX ∧ month=November

Figure 5.63:
model=Captur ∧ make=Renault
∧ month=October

Figure 5.64:
model=Captur ∧ make=Renault
∧ month=November



Chapter 6

False number plates

Besides discovering anomaly behavior in large data collections, the Dutch National Police is also
very interested in detecting false number plates. In this chapter, I will discuss how vehicles with
false number plates can be detected, using previous discussed EMM and SD techniques. I will
try to generate a profile that can distinguish such number plates from ordinary ones with certain
probability. This chapter is very useful to demonstrate the application of EMM and SD on labeled
data, in contrast to earlier discussed models where the data was unlabeled.

Besides the fact that having a false number plate on its own is a criminal offense, vehicles with
false number plates are often involved with more severe offenses, such as: refuel without paying,
ram-raiding and speeding [4]. Detecting these vehicles, would therefore be very interesting for the
Dutch National Police.

There exist two types of false number plates: ones that are not known by the responsible au-
thority at all and number plates that do exist, but are placed on another vehicle than the number
plate is registered for. The first category is fairly easier to detect than the second category, be-
cause this only requires to read the number plate’s characters. Once read, the number plate can
be checked at the national institution that is responsible for issuing them. In the Netherlands,
this is the “Rijksdienst voor het Wegverkeer” (RDW). The RDW offers both an API and dataset,
as discussed in Chapter 3, in which can be checked if a number plate exists. However, if the
number plate can not be found in the register, it does not necessarily mean it is a false one. In
the following scenarios, a number plate is not registered in the RDW database:

• When a vehicle is destroyed by a recognized demolition company, the number plate’s regis-
tration is removed from the RDW database. For analyzing live data this is not a problem,
because when such a number plate is spotted something is wrong, but when analyzing his-
torical data it could be that the vehicle is destroyed in the meantime. The RDW does not
provide a list of destroyed vehicles as open data, but the police has access to this list.

• Number plates belonging to car dealers. These number plates are meant for vehicles in stock
and can, for example, be used for test drives. These number plates are recognizable by their
green color.

• Special number plates, as described in the Dutch number plate regulations [3], are not in the
RDW database. Amongst others, number plates from diplomats, the Royal family, special
police units and the Military Police are not in the RDW database.

To read the characters on a number plate, special cameras are used with corresponding software.
The Catchken software, running on these cameras, is able to detect number plates from a video
stream. Once a number plate is detected, a cut out of the number plate is made, together with
an overview image of the vehicle. Because of the camera’s infra-red sensors, the software is able
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to read the characters on a number plate with high accuracy under different conditions. This
technique is called Optical Character Recognition (OCR). Besides the characters on the number
plate, Catchken is also able to detect the country of the number plate, based on the composition
of the characters and whether the vehicle is moving towards or away from the camera. For Dutch
vehicles that pass one of the cameras, it can be checked if their number plate exists in the RDW
database. The dataset I investigated, contains 843,157 records of Dutch vehicles, originating from
125,706 unique number plates. In this dataset, 303 number plates could not be found in the RDW
database. Most likely, due to one of the above mentioned reasons, but perhaps this list contains
false number plates. However I am not able to check this, I think it is worth the effort to do this
simple check for all passing vehicles on live data.

For the second category of false number plates, it must be checked if the vehicle, captured on
camera, matches the description in the RDW database for that number plate. Just as previous
check, this check can only be conducted for dutch vehicles. For detecting the make, model and
color (MMC) of a vehicle, several software packages exist, both commercial and open-source. A
package that is currently used by the police to perform this task, is Eyedea, which claims to detect
701 different vehicle models and 98 different vehicle makes with an accuracy higher than 95% [8].
This classifier from Eyedea, which will be referred to as make model recognition (MMR), is able
to classify the make, model, color, view (front or rear) and vehicle type, based on a vehicle image.
For each of these classifications, also a confidence score is provided. Besides that, Eyedea can
also recognize the characters on the number plate, this is very useful as a second check for the
OCR of Catchken. When a Dutch vehicle is seen on the camera, the make, model and color could
be detected and checked with the RDW database. When these do not match, an alert can be
generated for a false number plate. However, a 95% accuracy, if the classifier achieves this claimed
percentage, means that 1 out of 20 vehicles is classified wrong and would not match the RDW
description. This would give a false positive for a false number plate, which is very undesirable.
In order to execute this false number plate check, the accuracy of MMR should be maximized,
in order to minimize the amount of false positives. To maximize this accuracy, the conditions
of classifications can be checked to determine when this classifier works and when the classifiers
does not works. A similar approach, to check where a classifier does not work, is developed in the
SCaPE (Soft Classifier Performance Evaluation) reference class [20]. SCaPE is a model class in
EMM that requires a soft classifier and binary output as target variables, in order to check when
a classifier is effective.

6.1 Data selection

Before I can investigate under which condition MMR performs best, a data selection must be
made, including some data conversion. First issue is that the makes and models from MMR and
the RDW do not match. For example, simple cases are when MMR detects a vehicle as make
“Land Rover”, while it is registered in the RDW database as “JAGUAR LAND ROVER”. These
cases are relatively simple to solve, but some others need more attention. For example, several
Audi models are registered as “AUTO UNION” in the RDW database. For models, this is even
more complex: a vehicle that is classified as a “BMW X3”, is usually registered in the RDW
database as “BMW X-REIHE”. All translations made, are documented in Appendix B. Second
issue, is that MMR in my dataset was only able to detect 91 different makes and 620 different
models, mostly the more common ones. Actually, based on the RDW data, there are 359 different
makes and 6709 different models in this dataset. Previous translation step solved this partly,
because the RDW had multiple terms to describe the same make or model (For example: Tesla
Motors and Tesla for the single make Tesla), but still the RDW has more makes and models than
MMR can recognize. Therefore, I dropped all records from the dataset that have a make or model
that MMR can not recognize. Third issue, is that the number plate, obtained from OCR, of
Catcken and Eyedea do not match sometimes, while classifying the same image. This is caused
by two reasons. The first one is that one of the two OCR mechanisms made a read error. In this
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case, there is a difference of one or two characters between the number plate read by Catchken
and Eyedea. This happened a total of 13,734 times out of 973,720 records (1.41%). The other
cause is that some images contain multiple vehicles and the OCR of Catchken and Eyedea do not
read the number plate of the same vehicle. This happened in 32,133 times out of 973,720 records
(3.30%).

Both these issues are possibly caused by the position of the camera. To investigate this, I cal-
culated both the misreads and vehicle mismatch between Catchken and Eyedea per location. It
appears that the location indeed has influence on this: the best performing location only had 0.55%
misreads, against 1.41% on average and 2.80% for the worst performing location. The location
that performed best on vehicle mismatch, only had a mix-up between Catchken and Eyedea in
0.50% of the cases, against 3.3% on average and 4.84% for the worst performing location. Hence,
to limit the misreads and vehicle mismatches between Catchken and Eyedea, the alignment of the
cameras could be changed on several locations. For now, the records where the number plate of
Catchken and Eyedea did not match, are removed from the dataset, as well as non Dutch number
plates. Final result is a dataset of 835,281 records, I will use in the remainder of this chapter.

6.2 Classifier evaluation

In order to evaluate when this classifier works and does not work, we first have to consider the
conditions to evaluate the classifier on. First of all, some attributes of the cameras can be used.
Each camera has a latitude and longitude attribute, which resolves to a location. It could be
that MMR performs better on certain locations than others due to the alignment of the camera.
Secondly, the time of the image can be used. Also attributes from the mentioned software can be
used. As discussed in the first section, the make, model, color and vehicle type can be determined
by Eyedea, each with a confidence score. Both Eyedea and Catchken can determine the view of a
vehicle, based on the fact whether a vehicle is driving towards or away from a camera. As third
source of attributes, open data can be used. The weather conditions could have influence on the
quality of the MMR result. Based on the time and location of a camera, the weather conditions for
a certain image can be retrieved. From the RDW database, the registered make, model, color and
vehicle type can be retrieved for a number plate. In summary, we have the following attributes
of an image available: make, real make, make confidence, model, real model, model confidence,
color, real color, color confidence, type, real type, type confidence, Catchken view, Eyedea view,
weather description and hour.

First of all, I reviewed the overall accuracy of the make classification of MMR. This is com-
puted by dividing the amount of records where the make of MMR matches the make registered in
the RDW database, by the total amount of records. This is not totally accurate, because a number
plate placed on an incorrect vehicle (false number plater) is counted as an incorrect classification,
while it could be a correct classification. By doing this, I make the assumption that false number
plates only represent a very small fraction of the population. The overall accuracy for the make
classification is only 77%, far lower than the presented 95%. However, the conditions of the 95%
are not mentioned. In following part of this report, the accuracy of make is presented per above
mentioned attribute of an image.

In Figure 6.1, we can see the accuracy of make per confidence level of the MMR classifier for
make. Striking, is that in the confidence range 70-100 not a linear pattern can be spotted, but an
exponential one. Because of this, the confidence does not agree the accuracy: for cases that the
classifier was 60% confident that it predicted the correct make, the accuracy was only 38%. On
the other hand, it seems very promising that a 100% confidence results in an almost 100% accuracy.

Next, Figure 6.2 shows the distribution of accuracy per hour of the day. Very interesting is that
between 8:00 and 19:00 the accuracy is around 90%, while the accuracy between 20:00 and 7:00
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Figure 6.1: Accuracy based on confidence Figure 6.2: Accuracy based on time

Figure 6.3: Accuracy for each predicted make

is around 35%. Leaving 7:00 - 8:00 and 19:00 - 20:00 with an accuracy of around 70%. This huge
difference, can be explained by the presence of daylight, for which time is an excellent proxy. How-
ever, these time intervals will be variable throughout the year: in the summer there are more light
hours than in the winter. Also because of daylight saving, these intervals will change throughout
the year. Using MMR on images that have sufficient daylight, would increase accuracy enormously.

Figure 6.3 shows the accuracy of make per predicted make. This means, for example, that when
MMR predicted that a vehicle is a Mitshubishi, in 80% of the cases it actually was a Misubishi.
This does not mean that the classifier can predict if a vehicle is a Mitsubishi in 80% percent of the
cases. There may be many vehicles that actually are a Mitsubishi, but MMR predicts otherwise.
This is an important difference. Furthermore, we can see that the more common makes can be
better predicted than the more exclusive ones. Probably, because the classifier is trained better
on these makes. The presented accuracies can be a bit misleading however. In Figure 6.4, we can
see the amount of records in the dataset per make. The accuracy for make Cadillac seems very
good, but this accuracy is only based on a few records. Therefore, a high accuracy does necessarily
mean the classifier is very good in predicting Cadillacs, it could be just a coincidence.

In Figure 6.5, we can see the accuracy per vehicle type, including: motorbikes (MTB), buses,
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Figure 6.4: Amount of records for each predicted make

Figure 6.5: Accuracy based on vehicle type Figure 6.6: Accuracy based on weather type

light trucks (LGT), heavy trucks (HVT), vans and cars. It appears that the make of vans and
cars could be better classified than the make of other vehicles. The accuracy of MMR on motor-
bikes is nearly 0%. Apparently, MMR has trouble with predicting the make for this type of vehicle.

Next, Figure 6.6 shows the accuracy per weather type. From this chart, we can see that the
classifier performs significantly worse when the weather type is “Clear sky”. This might indicate
that the classifier performs worse with too much sunlight. Note that one label on the x-axis is
missing, for some records the weather type is unknown.

Finally, Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the accuracy for the view of the vehicle, according to respectively
Catchken and Eyedea. First of all, we can see that Catchken in some cases can not determine
the view of a vehicle, indicated by the class “unknown”, while Eyedea can always determine the
view of a vehicle. Secondly, that images with a frontal view can be classified significantly more
accurate than images with a rear view. For images that Catchken labels as unknown, the accuracy
is somewhat in the middle, probably because it is a mix of the two views.

For location, no chart is created to not reveal the locations or the amount of locations. The
location that performs the worst on classifying makes, has an accuracy of ∼64%, while the best
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Figure 6.7: Accuracy based on view from
Catchken

Figure 6.8: Accuracy based on view from Eyedea

Figure 6.9: Accuracy based on confidence Figure 6.10: Amount of records per confidence

scoring location has an accuracy of ∼90%. This significant difference could be caused by the
alignment of the camera on the locations or the vehicles that pass this location. Earlier, we could
see that the make of trucks could be predicted significantly worse than cars. If a certain location
has proportionally more passing trucks than cars, its accuracy will be worse.

With this knowledge, we can make a selection of the data for which the classifier performs sig-
nificantly better. If we select the records for cars and vans that pass a camera between 7:00 and
20:00 with a frontal view, we obtain an accuracy of 94.18%. This percentage is really close to the
95% accuracy that Eyedea claims to obtain and far better than the accuracy for the total dataset,
which was only 77%. The selected subset contains 530,691 records.

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show respectively the accuracy and amount of records per confidence level
of the classifier, after applying this filter. In contrast to Figure 6.1, a more linear relationship
can be observed between confidence and accuracy. Besides, most of the records have a confidence
of 100%. After applying this filter, the accuracy difference between locations also decreased: the
accuracy of the worst performing location is ∼92% and for the best location ∼96%. Such a manual
selection, however, is not optimal. There might combinations of attributes that result in an even
better accuracy.
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Nr. Description Accuracy Subgroup size
1 Make=Toyota ∧ Confidence>0.99 ∧ Hour>14.0 ∧ Hour≤

18.0
1.00000 14253

2 Make=Opel ∧ Confidence>0.99 ∧ Hour>9.0 ∧ Hour≤14.0 0.99992 11782
3 Make=Opel ∧ Hour>9.0 ∧ Hour≤13.0 ∧ Confidence>0.96 0.99991 11011
4 Make=Peugeot ∧ Confidence>0.99 ∧ Hour>10.0 ∧

Hour≤15.0
0.99990 10199

5 Make=Mercedes ∧ Confidence>0.99 ∧ Hour>7.0 ∧
Hour≤13.0

0.99986 13871

6 Make=Nissan ∧ Confidence>0.99 ∧ Hour≤19.0 0.99984 12824
7 Make=Toyota ∧ Confidence>0.99 ∧ Hour>15.0 ∧

Hour≤19.0
0.99984 12550

8 Make=Opel ∧ Confidence>0.99 ∧ Hour>10.0 ∧ Hour≤15.0 0.99983 12007
9 Make=Mercedes ∧ Confidence>0.99 ∧ Hour>11.0 ∧

Hour≤15.0
0.99980 10033

10 Make=Mercedes ∧ Confidence>0.99 ∧ Hour>8.0 ∧
Hour≤14.0

0.99979 14230

... ... ... ...
32 Confidence>0.99 ∧ Type=VAN ∧ Hour>10.0 ∧ Hour≤16.0 0.99944 18101

Table 6.1: Result of Beam Search with Accuracy as quality measure

6.3 Subgroup discovery

To find the conditions in which the MMR classifier performs best, the earlier discussed methods
SD and EMM will be used. As descriptive attributes the earlier described attributes will be used,
except for the view of Catchken and the location. The view attribute of Eyedea can better describe
the view of a vehicle and the difference between locations was minimal after filtering out the images
made without daylight. What to choose as target variable, is depending on the quality measure.
A possible quality measure is accuracy, which can be computed with the following formula:

Acc(R) =
TP

TP + FP
=
TP

Pp
(6.1)

For this quality measure, a binary target variable (b) can be introduced, indicating whether the
make predicted by MMR matches the make in the RDW database or not. To find subgroups,
for which the classifier performs very good, I ran a beam search with settings: depth 3, width
50 and attributes ∈ {make, hour, view Eyedea, confidence, vehicle type, weather description}.
Furthermore, I set a minimum subgroup size of 10,000 to prevent finding small subgroups, since
the quality measure does not incorporate the subgroup size in the score. Table 6.1 shows the most
promising results found by this beam search.

We can see a few remarkable things in this overview. At first, the accuracy for all subgroups is
very high (>0.999). Secondly, the descriptions are quite specific: every top 10 description contains
a vehicle make and almost every description has as attribute that the confidence of MMR must be
100%. The attributes weather description and view are not used in any description. Apparently,
no subgroups could be described with these attributes that had a high enough accuracy to end up
in the beam. Also note that the minimal subgroup size has a large impact on the results. Every
subgroup is around the size of the minimal subgroup size, the whole dataset however is much
larger. Also, the police prefers a single description for a subgroup where the classifier performs
best, since this is easier to implement in their system with profiles. Description nr. 32 shows such
a description for vans. A more generic description for cars could not be found in this beam search.
Hence, I ran another beam search without the make attribute. The results of this beam search
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Nr. Description Accuracy Subgroup size
1. Confidence>0.99 ∧ Type=VAN ∧ Hour>10.0 ∧ Hour≤16.0 0.99944 18101
2. View Eyedea=frontal ∧ Confidence>0.99 ∧ Hour>12.0 ∧

Hour≤ 13.0
0.99943 35156

3. Confidence>0.99 ∧ Type=VAN ∧ Hour>9.0 ∧ Hour≤13.0 0.99935 10790
4. Confidence>0.99 ∧ Type=VAN ∧ Hour>14.0 ∧ Hour≤ 18.0 0.99926 12163
5. Confidence>0.99 ∧ Hour>7.0 ∧ Hour≤8.0 ∧ View Eye-

dea=frontal
0.99912 36283

Table 6.2: Result of Beam Search with Accuracy as quality measure without make attribute

Nr. Description WRAcc(b) Subgroup size Accuracy
1. Confidence>0.94 ∧ Hour>5.0 ∧ Hour≤20.0 0.13459 528181 0.98412
2. Confidence>0.94 ∧ Hour>6.0 ∧ Hour≤21.0 0.13447 528273 0.98390
3. Confidence>0.94 ∧ Hour≤19.0 0.13428 525777 0.98460
4. View Eyedea=frontal ∧ Confidence>0.93 ∧

Hour>5.0 ∧ Hour≤22.0
0.13047 506429 0.98642

5. View Eyedea=frontal ∧ Confidence>0.93 ∧
Hour≤21.0

0.13041 506703 0.98622

6. View Eyedea=frontal ∧ Confidence>0.93 ∧
Hour>6.0

0.13035 504105 0.98721

7. Confidence>0.94 ∧ Hour>7.0 ∧ Hour≤22.0 0.12915 508667 0.98337
8. Hour>7.0 ∧ Hour≤18.0 ∧ Confidence>0.9 0.12497 487618 0.98533
9. Type=CAR ∧ Confidence>0.94 0.12334 492627 0.98048
10. View Eyedea=frontal ∧ Hour>7.0 ∧

Hour≤18.0 ∧ Confidence>0.8
0.12146 461118 0.99117

Table 6.3: Result of Beam Search with WRAcc as quality measure

are visible in Table 6.2.

The results of this beam search are still very specific. For example, description 5 only considers
front images of vehicles with a 100% confidence between 8:00 - 9:00, while in Figure 6.2 we can
see that the accuracy between 9:00 and 18:00 is almost identical. Also the subgroup sizes are not
much bigger. Based on these beam searches, we can conclude that accuracy is not a very good
quality measure for this purpose. The results are too dependent on the minimal subgroup size
and will be too specific if the minimal size is not set high enough. Instead of this, we should use a
quality measure that takes the subgroup size into account. Weighted relative accuracy (WRAcc)
[29], which is often referred to as novelty, is such a measure. WRAcc can be computed by:

WRAcc(H ← B) = p(HB)− p(H)p(B) (6.2)

Where H is the subgroup to be evaluated and B the positive binary variable. In our case, the
positive binary variable equals 1 if the make of MMR equals the make in the RDW register and
0 otherwise. Hence, for our purpose, the WRAcc score of subgroup S can be described with:

WRAcc(S) =

∑n
i=1 1{bi = 1}

N
− n

N
·
∑N
i=1 1{bi = 1}

N
(6.3)

Where n is the subgroup size and N the dataset size. Performing a beam search with the WRAcc
measure results in the subgroups presented in Table 6.3. Other settings in this beam search are
unchanged from previous beam search.
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Nr. Description MWRacc(b) Subgroup size Accuracy
1. Hour>8.0 ∧ Hour≤16.0 ∧ Confidence>0.22 0.00284 409509 0.89917
2. Hour>13.0 ∧ Hour≤21.0 0.00284 408953 0.77581
3. Hour>5.0 ∧ Hour≤14.0 0.00284 408527 0.84685
4. Hour>11.0 ∧ Hour≤18.0 0.00284 406793 0.88237
5. Weather description=Overcast clouds 0.00284 402472 0.79162
6. Hour>12.0 ∧ Hour≤19.0 0.00284 402379 0.85136
7. Hour>7.0 ∧ Hour≤15.0 0.00284 401459 0.88915
8. Hour>10.0∧ Hour≤17.0 0.00284 398328 0.88300
9. Hour>14.0 0.00283 389180 0.72387
10. Hour≤13.0 0.00282 378039 0.81212

Table 6.4: Result of Beam Search with MWRacc as quality measure

Results of this beam search are looking better: subgroups are of reasonable size and the accuracy
of the subgroups is still high. The descriptions are less specific and match the expectations of the
earlier presented charts. As hinted before, there are more options as target attribute than the
binary attribute. Since our dataset originally is a multi-class classification problem, the classified
class and the actual class can be taken as target attributes. For these target variables, a possible
quality measure is multi-class weighted relative accuracy (MWRAcc) [12]. For this the following
formulas can be used:

MWRAcc(b) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|WRAcci(b)| (6.4)

Where:

WRAcci(b) =
ei
E
− e

E

Ei
E

(6.5)

Another variant of this, is weighted multi-class weighted relative accuracy (WMWRAcc) [12],
which takes the weight per class into account. This can be computed with:

WMWRAcc(b) =

n∑
i=n

Ei
E
|WRAcci(b)| (6.6)

Instead of a single (binary) target attribute, for WRAcc and WMWRacc each records needs two
target attributes: the make predicted by MMR as nominal value and the actual make, originating
from the RDW database. With the same settings two beam searches are performed with WRAcc
and WMWRacc, for which we can see the results in respectively Table 6.4 and Table 6.5.

From these results, it seems that MWRAcc performs significantly better than MWRAcc, but not
as good as WRAcc. Groups found with MWRAcc, do not have a very high accuracy. The accu-
racy from group 9 even performs worse than the overall accuracy of MMR (77%). Results from
WMWRAcc are actually very similar to the results of WRAcc, but the threshold on the confidence
attribute is lower for all descriptions and therefore the accuracy is also lower.

Now we know under which conditions MMR performs best, we can look into records that are
most likely to have a false number plate. A way to do this is to take a description where MMR
performs well and apply this as a filter to the dataset. After applying this filter, the records where
the MMR make does not match the RDW make are either misclassified by MMR or actually have
a false number plate. A subgroup description that seems to be performing quite good is:

V iewEyedea = frontal ∧Hour > 7.0 ∧Hour ≤ 18.0 ∧ Confidence > 0.8
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Nr. Description WMWRacc(b) Subgroup size Accuracy
1. Make=VW 1.00000 ·10−4 81618 0.89002
2. Confidence>0.94 9.99595 ·10−5 540143 0.97934
3. Hour>8.0 ∧ Hour≤18.0 ∧

Confidence>0.48
9.50604 ·10−5 510226 0.93247

4. Hour>9.0 ∧ Hour≤19.0 ∧
Confidence>0.41

9.48808 ·10−5 516216 0.90538

5. Hour>7.0 ∧ Hour≤17.0 ∧
Confidence>0.45

9.47482 ·10−5 506907 0.93030

6. Hour≤16.0 ∧ Confidence>0.35 9.42866 ·10−5 519825 0.87251
7. Hour>11.0 ∧ Confidence>0.27 9.42526 ·10−5 523556 0.79644
8. Hour>10.0 ∧ Hour≤20.0 ∧

Confidence>0.31
9.37383 ·10−5 513374 0.85858

9. Hour>9.0 ∧ Hour≤19.0 ∧ Type=CAR 9.19988 ·10−5 498063 0.87086
10. Hour>8.0 ∧ Hour≤18.0 ∧ Type=CAR ∧

Confidence>0.02
9.19244 ·10−5 495778 0.89169

Table 6.5: Result of Beam Search with WMWRAcc as quality measure

Make Real Make Confid-
ence

Model Real Model Hour View Type Weather
descrip-
tion

Skoda Peugeot 1 Fabia Partner 15 front Car Broken
clouds

Kia Volvo 1 Picanto v40 18 front Car Overcast
clouds

Peugeot Skoda 1 406 Toyota
Aygo

14 front Car Overcast
clouds

Mitsubishi Toyota 1 Space Toyota
Yaris

16 front Car Overcast
clouds

Opel Peugeot 1 Vectra 307 10 front Car Overcast
clouds

Table 6.6: Result of Beam Search with Accuracy as quality measure

This subgroup has an accuracy of 0.99117 and a size of 461,118. Applying this filter and ex-
tracting the records where the MMR make does not match the RDW make, results in 2,861 records.
This amount of records is too much for manual inspection. However, we can increase the thresh-
old on the confidence attribute. Other descriptions often have 0.94 as threshold for confidence.
Changing this confidence in the subgroup, results in a subgroup of size 450,887, with 1,125 records
where the MMR make does not match the RDW make. This amount is more acceptable to inspect.

Manual inspection shows that 5 of these 1,125 vehicles indeed had a false number plate, which is
below 0.5% of the inspected records. Another 28 number plates were read incorrectly and caused
that the MMR make did not match the RDW make. Other 1,092 records are wrongly classified
by Eyedea. Descriptions of the vehicles with false number plates, are presented in Table 6.3.
However these 5 false number plates is a good catch for the police, it took too much effort to find
them. If this profile would be actively used, it would mean that only 1 in 225 manual inspections
would result in a false number plate hit, this simply generates too much false positives. Manual
inspection also showed that some makes are often wrongly classified and some models are getting
confused. For example, Hyundais are often mistaken for Audis, Nissan Micras are always classified
as Seat Ibizas and a Tesla Model X is never recognized correctly.
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Instead of manually finding these makes and models that are getting confused, I ran another
beam search with accuracy as precision metric. Instead of maximizing the accuracy, I set the
beam search to minimize the accuracy. Because it is already known that MMR performs worse in
the dark and on images from the rear, I only passed the following attributes to the beam search:
make, model, real model and set a minimum group size of 100. Note that the attribute real make
is not used, because obviously, the accuracy is equal to zero if make 6= real make. The full results
of this beam search with depth 2 and width 400, is documented in Appendix C. Please note that
the order of these 400 is not very important, since most descriptions have an accuracy of 0%.
Amongst others, the mix-ups that I described earlier, are present in this list. If we filter these 400
found subgroups out of the previous discussed 1,125 records, there are only 757 records left. In
this subset, the 5 false number plates are still present. However filtering these vehicles improves
the ratio positive hits from 1 in 225 to 1 in 151, it still is not very satisfying.

To drastically drop the amount of false positives, we could just look at records that are recorded
multiple time and for which the predicted make did not match the RDW make each time. Ap-
plying this filter results in 94 records. However this is a significantly lower amount of records to
inspect, this filter also filtered out three vehicles with a false number plate. Two of these vehicles,
because they are only seen once. Another vehicle because this number plate is spotted seven times:
twice on an incorrect vehicle and five times on the correct vehicle. Interesting is that originally,
the number plate is spotted on the correct vehicle. Subsequently, twice on the incorrect vehicle
and finally four times on the correct vehicle. When the number plate is spotted for the second
time, on the correct vehicle, the number 1 can be seen on the number plate. This is a dupli-
cate code and indicates that the number plate is replaced. The original number plate is possibly
stolen by the vehicle where the number plate is spotted on the second and third time. How-
ever less false number plates are found, the ratio is better: 1 out of 52 instead of the originally 1
out of 225. By filtering out the confused makes and models, this ratio even improves to 1 out of 29.

Another way to reduce the amount of false positives, is to increase the confidence level even
further. As we can see in Table 6.6, all five vehicles are classified with a confidence of 100%.
Modifying the description to

V iewEyedea = front ∧Hour > 7.0 ∧Hour ≤ 18.0 ∧ Confidence = 1

would result in a subgroup with size 324,165, which is roughly 40% of the dataset. From this
subgroup, there are only 71 records where the MMR make and RDW make do not match. These
71 records also include the 5 false number plates. This results in a 1 out of 14 ratio and is more
acceptable than the original 1 out of 225, but requires very high confidence from MMR. Applying
the filter with the confused makes and model, the ratio even improves to 1 out of 10.

Above mentioned filters can never guarantee a very high accuracy on detecting false number
plates, since correctly recognizing vehicle makes is very tough for classifiers. Although, the classi-
fier can find cases that are most likely to have a false number plate. In this way, a human can easier
browse through large datasets and detect false number plates manually. The choice of filters is a
consideration between the amount of records to inspect manually and accuracy. A more specific
filter will decrease the amount of false positives, but possibly will miss out some false number
plates.
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Chapter 7

Creating profiles

In previous chapter, I discuss how a profile could be made to discover vehicles with a false number
plate. In this chapter, I will discuss how more generic profiles can be made, based on example
behavior. To do this, the models and quality measures will be used that I presented in Chapter
4. In that chapter, I used different models and quality measures to find subgroups that are most
different from the total dataset. In this chapter, I will use the same models and quality measures
to find subgroups that are most similar to an user based hypothesis [40]. This user based hypoth-
esis is a target variable motivated by the modeler. In this chapter, I will generate this hypothesis
by picking examples out of the dataset, in order to find vehicles that behave most similar as the
example vehicle(s). This technique may be relevant for the Dutch National Police in a later stage
of the project, when some examples of criminal behavior are known.

Because at this moment no examples of vehicles with criminal behavior are known, I will take
examples that belong to a certain group based on visual appearance. In the remainder of this
chapter, I will take vehicles from the company DHL as example. DHL is an international logistics
provider, which mainly provides courier and logistic services. Their vehicles are recognizable by
the yellow color and red inscription with the letters DHL. For this class, I have a single exam-
ple. When looking for more DHL vehicles, we can filter out the records that are registered as
company cars from the total dataset, based on RDW data. This results in 11,213 unique vehicles
with 86,881 transactions and 254,899 hits. However we know that all DHL vehicles are yellow,
we can not filter out yellow vehicles from the dataset, because the color is not registered in the
RDW database for company cars. Under the assumption that DHL vehicles show resemblances in
movement and/or time -patterns, I can use the discussed models to look for vehicles that appear
to be similar to this example vehicle.

In the beam search, we will split the dataset only on the attribute “number plate”, causing
that the behavior of every vehicle will be compared to the example vehicle. The quality measures
from Chapter 4, all have the subgroup size incorporated in the score. For this chapter, we will use
quality measures that do not take the subgroup size into account. Otherwise, the top w results of
the beam search will be filled with vehicles that have the most hits or transactions, while we are
looking for vehicles with similar behavior. Table 7.1 shows similar vehicles to the example vehi-
cle, based on the transition matrix model and hour distribution model with cosine quality measure.

This top 10 is sorted based on the score of the column graph. This score indicates how similar
the movement graph of a vehicle is to the example vehicle. The lower the score the more similar
the movement is. In this top 10, five more DHL vehicles are found. If this top 10 similar vehicles
would be considered as profile the precision would be 50%. Sorting on hour column, instead of
the graph column, only resulted in an precision of 10%, sorting on hour × graph column in 30%.
Based on the similarity of the graphs, five new example of DHL vehicles could be found. If we
look at the graphs of these DHL vehicles in Figures 7.1 - 7.6, we can see that the found DHL
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ID Make Model Hour Graph ↓ Hour ×
Graph

Is DHL
Van?

d9df0f Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000000
e92c43 Renault Trafic 0.2993 0.2621 0.0784465 TRUE
6b2950 Mercedes-Benz Vito 0.5808 0.2652 0.1540282 FALSE
866f18 Volkswagen Crafter 0.0392 0.2673 0.0104782 TRUE
4b1e38 Volkswagen Crafter 0.3211 0.2929 0.0940502 TRUE
f3dd04 Opel Vivaro 0.3390 0.3076 0.1042764 FALSE
af3a06 Volkswagen Crafter 0.0814 0.3099 0.0252259 TRUE
d40f1a Volkswagen Crafter 0.1271 0.3400 0.0432140 TRUE
30e404 Fiat Scudo 0.6800 0.3406 0.2316080 FALSE
16847a Volkswagen Transporter 0.7372 0.3406 0.2510903 FALSE
7b23eb Scania P3M 0.5536 0.3450 0.1909920 FALSE

Table 7.1: Similar vehicles to example DHL vehicle

vehicles show similar movement patterns as our example vehicle in the top left.

With more examples, we can refine the profile. According to Table 7.1, vehicles with model ∈
{Crafter, Transporter, Trafic} can be filtered. Together with the filter for company cars, this
results in 1,177 unique vehicles. The six examples combined, form an hour distribution, which is
visualized in Figure 7.7 and the following transition matrix:

TDHL =



1 1 0 7 3 0 4
0 2 1 0 4 0 2
0 2 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 2 3 1 8
0 3 0 0 12 0 20
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 0 4 17 0 15


If we define this transition matrix and hour distribution of the six DHL vehicles as hypothesis, we
again can run a beam search on the filtered dataset. In Table 7.2, the scores for the hour, graph
and hour × graph model are again represented, this time ordered ascending on hour × graph.
In this top 20, besides the six already found DHL vehicles, three new DHL vehicles are present.
Remarkable is that the vehicle with id 81af1f shows more similarity according to the model than
the vehicle with id 4b1e38, while this vehicle was in the example set.

The highest accuracy could be obtained by looking at the top 18 of the hour × graph model with
cosine quality measure. Table 7.3 show the precision of some other combinations of models and
quality measures. The column “#DHL found” indicates the total amount of DHL vehicles found
with this combination of model and quality measure, while the column ‘Additional‘ indicates the
amount of DHL vehicles found excluding the six example vehicles. For all combinations of model
and quality measure the amounts and precision are based on the top 20 similar vehicles.
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Figure 7.7: Distribution of hits per hour



ID Make Model Hour Graph Hour × Graph ↓ Is DHL Van?
866f18 Volkswagen Crafter 0.0264 0.0109 0.0002878 TRUE
d40f1a Volkswagen Crafter 0.0518 0.1439 0.0074540 TRUE
af3a06 Volkswagen Crafter 0.1112 0.0960 0.0106752 TRUE
d9df0f Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 0.0730 0.2358 0.0172134 TRUE
e92c43 Renault Trafic 0.1793 0.1061 0.0190237 TRUE
0b1ecb Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 0.1561 0.1808 0.0282229 FALSE
8faf1f Volkswagen Crafter 0.1362 0.2129 0.0289970 TRUE
0a5675 Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 0.1401 0.2524 0.0353612 FALSE
fb4f1d Volkswagen Crafter 0.2640 0.1355 0.0357720 FALSE
a6e759 Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 0.2260 0.1650 0.0372900 FALSE
c10ed8 Volkswagen Crafter 0.1622 0.2826 0.0458377 FALSE
270ed1 Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 0.1218 0.3868 0.0471122 FALSE
24195e Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 0.0724 0.6901 0.0499632 FALSE
d6677e Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 0.1100 0.4627 0.0508970 FALSE
4b1e38 Volkswagen Crafter 0.2249 0.2377 0.0534587 TRUE
585fcc Renault Trafic 0.3011 0.1856 0.0558842 FALSE
9f3c64 Renault Trafic 0.1863 0.3087 0.0575108 TRUE
4dd79f Volkswagen Crafter 0.2783 0.2085 0.0580256 TRUE
0ed592 Renault Trafic 0.1497 0.3898 0.0583531 FALSE
551465 Volkswagen Crafter 0.3741 0.1729 0.0646819 FALSE

Table 7.2: Similar vehicles to example DHL vehicles

Model Quality measure #DHL found Additional Precision
Hour × Graph Cosine 9 3 0.45
Hour + Graph Cosine 9 3 0.45
Hour × Graph Manhattan 7 2 0.35
Hour + Graph Manhattan 6 1 0.30
Graph Manhattan 5 1 0.25
Hour Manhattan 5 2 0.25
Hour × Graph × Weekday Cosine 5 0 0.25
Graph Cosine 4 0 0.20
Hour Cosine 4 0 0.20
Graph Hellinger 4 0 0.20
Hour × Graph Hellinger 2 0 0.10
Hour + Graph Hellinger 2 0 0.10
Topology Cosine 1 0 0.05
Weekday Cosine 1 0 0.05
Datestring Cosine 1 0 0.05
Hour Hellinger 1 0 0.05

Table 7.3: Performance of different models and quality measures



Chapter 8

Conclusions & Recommendations

In this report, I proposed the technique EMM to analyze the traffic in and around the city of
Roermond, which is registered by ANPR cameras. To capture the behavior of these vehicles, I
discussed several models that could be used in EMM, with corresponding quality measures. These
models consist of three different kinds: transition matrices, topological features vectors and time
distributions. Each of these models captures a different aspect of the behavior of the vehicles that
drive in and around Roermond.

In Chapter 4, I discuss mechanisms to improve the results of the beam search, including: sampling,
closest context and subgroup set selection. Subsequently, Chapter 5 shows the results of EMM,
using different model classes and quality measures. Besides obvious traffic groups, such as: buses,
trucks and taxis, the models are able to show the difference between Dutch and foreign traffic,
find dates where, due to track maintenance, buses were used instead of trains and find certain car
models that showed deviant behavior for a variety of reasons. Biggest conclusion we can draw
from this chapter is that different models result in a different set of exceptional subgroups and
thus interesting patterns. We can only find certain exceptional subgroups when looking at the
geographical movement of a subgroup, while other subgroups can only be found by looking at a
different kind of distribution models. Not only different models, but also using different quality
measures and evaluation mechanisms result in various new insights.

To demonstrate the usage of SD and EMM with labeled data, I discuss how SD and EMM could
be used to evaluate the conditions of a (soft) classifier in Chapter 6. This classifier is used to
determine the make, model and color of a vehicle. By determining when this classifier works and
does not work, I was able to use it for detecting false number plates. With the usage of open
data (RDW dataset) and the output of this classifier, under certain conditions, a comparison
could be made and false number plates could be found. Finally, Chapter 7 shows that the models
and quality measures from Chapter 4, could also be used to look for vehicles that exhibit similar
behavior. By pairwise comparing the behavior of every vehicle with an example vehicle, I was
able to find vehicles that behaved similar to the example vehicle. This might actually be a very
useful technique for the Dutch National Police, because this would allow them to find vehicles
that behave similarly as vehicles that have been arrested.

Regarding the objectives of this project, I can draw the following conclusions:

A However models are introduced to find exceptional subgroups, no behavior could be linked
to criminal behavior, due to the absence of examples or labeled data for criminal behavior.
Therefore, I was not able to detect which attributes are informative for criminal behavior.
Once labeled data is available, EMM can be used in combination with the discussed models,
to find interesting subgroups concerning criminal behavior. Also, when examples of criminal
behavior are known, the models can be used to find vehicles who behave similar, as discussed
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in Chapter 7. This absence of labeled data or the lack of examples, is on the one hand due
to the fact that the experimental area is currently in a testing phase, on the other hand
by not sharing information between units of the Dutch National Police. At the end of this
project, I discovered that other police units have some of these examples available, but I
was unable to use this in the timespan of this project. What did contribute to the profile
of criminal behavior, was the proposed method to detect false number plates, as I discuss in
Chapter 6. This false number plate check is now used in the experimental area of Roermond,
which means that every false number plate that is spotted, will be followed up, if capacity
is available.

B In this report, I discuss several sources for open data. By using open data, originating from
the RDW dataset, several attributes could be used to generate subgroup descriptions in
EMM. Besides that, this data could be used to detect false number plates for Dutch vehicles.
With calendar data, traffic patterns on certain days could be explained, such as the increase
of bus traffic when there is maintenance on the railroads. Data about the weather, was
unfortunately less usable, because of the availability and extensiveness of this data: most
sources do not keep track of historical data or only have aggregated data available. Open
data that is useful for the outlet, is barely discussed, since no sensor data from the outlet
was available. For example the data about the crowdedness in the outlet, as discussed in
Chapter 3.

Besides the evaluation of this report’s objectives, I can give the Dutch National Police the following
recommendations:

• The geographical placements of the cameras and the amount of cameras can be improved.
However it is hard to say how many cameras need to be placed, I show in Chapter 5 that
more cameras resulted in additional insights. Especially at the outlet itself and its most
important approach routes, ANPR cameras should be placed. By adding more cameras it
can be prevented that vehicles disappear out of camera sight, as we have seen in Figure 5.5
for German vehicles.

• The MMR classifier from Eyedea, as discussed in Chapter 6, is not able to detect certain
vehicle models and confuses some models with each other. Therefore, I suggested a filter to
drop these models from the dataset, but it would be better if the classifier would be improved
for these specific models. Possibly the Dutch National Police can give this feedback to the
vendor Eyedea, whereafter they can improve their product.

• In Chapter 6, we have seen an example of two different vehicles with the same number plate.
However, on one of these number plates a duplicate code was present. Given the order of
events, we can conclude that the original number plate is probably stolen. Current software
is not able to detect these duplicate codes. It would be useful to explore possibilities to
detect these duplicate codes, using software.

• The alignments of several cameras can be improved. Chapter 6 showed that cameras on
certain locations have a higher amount of incorrect reads on number plates than others.
Therefore, it would be useful to modify the positioning of the cameras that perform worse
than average, concerning reading errors. Based on the misreads that I noted during manual
inspection, I suspect that most of the read errors are caused by the fact that some cameras
are focused on roads with curves or turns.

• The information sharing between police units can be improved. At the end of my project it
appeared that an example set of number plates is known for vehicles that were involved with
criminal activities. However the amount of number plates known, would not be enough to
investigate EMM models with classification, these number plates could be used as user-based
hypothesis, as discussed in Chapter 7
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As mentioned in the introduction, this research is a stepping stone for further research in this
domain. Once labeled data about criminal behavior is available, it would be interesting to use
this as an additional (binary) target attribute in EMM. However, some modifications are needed.
The network models should be combined with a classification model to capture the interaction
between a network or distribution and a binary label.

Another interesting opportunity is to research the relation between time and network behav-
ior. As hinted before, this could be done by comparing the target attribute of a subgroup with
the target attribute of the same subgroup, but in another time period. Besides, models that are
shortly discussed in the related work section of this report, can be used to investigate this temporal
relationship. For example dynamic graphs or spatio-temporal evolution patterns can be used for
this purpose.

Also for detecting false number plates, additional research options are available. In this report, the
choice for the classifier was already made by the Dutch National Police. It would be interesting
to compare the performance of this classifier with classifiers of other vendors. However there are
plenty of other classifiers available, most of them use the full image of a vehicle to determine the
make and model based on the shape of a vehicle. It would also be interesting to look at models
that classify vehicles based on other features, such as the logo, as suggested in [34]. Possibly, these
different kinds of models could be used together to improve the accuracy even more.
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Appendix A

Complete beam searches

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 country=DEU 30634 8044.17
2 country=NLD ∧ type=Bus 9418 3775.73
3 country=NLD ∧ type=Company-car 86881 1896.22
4 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi 18387 1550.19
5 make=DAF 4256 1312.11
6 country=NLD ∧ model=Superb ∧ make=Skoda 2668 1232.67
7 model=ZOE ∧ make=Renault ∧ type=CAR 1243 1049.83
8 make=Mercedes 5730 892.62
9 type=HVT 3117 758.04
10 type=VAN 3398 744.92
11 country=BGR 2155 720.07
12 country=NLD ∧ make=Mercedes-Benz 50693 655.24
13 type=CAR ∧ make=Toyota ∧ country=NLD 76127 649.06
14 datestring=2018-11-16 ∧ weekday=Friday 12399 646.94
15 model=V70 ∧ make=Volvo 3816 527.69
16 model=NaN 8231 498.91
17 country=POL 3356 492.30
18 type=CAR ∧ model=Berlingo 1363 423.34
19 type=CAR ∧ weekday=Sunday 85989 328.96
20 type=CAR ∧ make=Fiat ∧ country=NLD 33843 308.57
21 country=BEL 4631 305.23
22 type=CAR ∧ model=Q5 ∧ country=NLD 758 295.42
23 type=CAR ∧ make=BMW ∧ model=320d 750 242.93
24 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Renault 43434 233.63
25 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ datestring=2018-10-09 10243 213.01
26 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ weekday=Monday 90364 209.55
27 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Hyundai 23401 207.42
28 type=CAR ∧ make=Daewoo 2017 204.64
29 model=Transit ∧ type=CAR 644 190.07
30 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=Lancer 936 184.52
31 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ weekday=Tuesday 88741 168.63
32 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=GT 359 165.55
33 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=940 357 162.93
34 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Seat 16789 152.97
35 type=CAR ∧ make=Audi ∧ country=NLD 19178 149.79
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36 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ weekday=Wednesday 93770 147.87
37 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=KIA 21851 145.56
38 type=CAR ∧ model=6 ∧ make=Mazda 3349 143.88
39 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Suzuki 19029 135.89
40 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ weekday=Saturday 111629 121.03

Table A.1: Results for beam search with transition model and cosine quality measure

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 655977 21100.68
2 country=NLD ∧ type=Company-car 86881 13677.87
3 make=Toyota ∧ type=CAR 76942 7808.50
4 type=Taxi ∧ country=NLD 18387 7005.48
5 country=DEU 30634 6920.92
6 make=Mercedes-Benz ∧ country=NLD 50693 6836.19
7 weekday=Sunday ∧ type=CAR 85989 6664.90
8 weekday=Saturday ∧ type=CAR 119272 5792.40
9 type=Bus ∧ country=NLD 9418 5520.39
10 weekday=Monday ∧ type=CAR 94281 4796.23
11 weekday=Friday ∧ country=NLD 120079 4527.27
12 weekday=Wednesday ∧ type=CAR 98099 4438.90
13 weekday=Wednesday ∧ country=NLD 112323 4290.28
14 weekday=Monday ∧ country=NLD 109445 4092.83
15 weekday=Thursday ∧ type=CAR 97140 3930.26
16 weekday=Friday ∧ type=CAR 106112 3862.96
17 weekday=Tuesday ∧ type=CAR 92877 3843.30
18 weekday=Tuesday ∧ country=NLD 106529 3816.25
19 model=NaN 8231 2586.55
20 datestring=2018-11-16 ∧ weekday=Friday 12399 2574.46
21 make=Fiat 42541 2496.26
22 datestring=2018-10-08 ∧ weekday=Monday 12935 1981.94
23 make=Volvo 26436 1733.96
24 datestring=2018-10-07 ∧ weekday=Sunday 10175 1724.86
25 datestring=2018-10-30 ∧ weekday=Tuesday 15241 1702.66
26 datestring=2018-10-09 ∧ weekday=Tuesday 12807 1683.85
27 weekday=Saturday ∧ datestring=2018-10-06 13068 1559.44
28 weekday=Wednesday ∧ datestring=2018-11-28 16094 1529.08
29 weekday=Saturday ∧ datestring=2018-11-17 10604 1521.35
30 weekday=Friday ∧ datestring=2018-10-19 14441 1411.04
31 weekday=Monday ∧ datestring=2018-11-26 14538 1272.36
32 weekday=Friday ∧ datestring=2018-10-05 15029 1260.68
33 weekday=Monday ∧ datestring=2018-10-22 14322 1200.69
34 weekday=Wednesday ∧ datestring=2018-11-21 11903 1146.44
35 weekday=Saturday ∧ datestring=2018-09-15 10034 1124.43
36 weekday=Sunday ∧ datestring=2018-11-11 8057 1113.77
37 make=Renault ∧ model=Master 3693 1044.13
38 make=Volkswagen ∧ model=Transporter 5743 857.22
39 make=Renault ∧ model=Trafic ∧ type=VAN 293 227.76
40 make=Opel ∧ model=Vivaro ∧ type=VAN 148 69.80

Table A.2: Results for beam search with transition model and Manhattan quality measure
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Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 type=Company-car ∧ country=NLD 86881 48243564.68
2 weekday=Sunday 94376 48213031.44
3 weekday=Monday ∧ type=CAR 94281 48198095.91
4 weekday=Tuesday ∧ type=CAR 92877 48191319.44
5 make=Volkswagen 88672 48184279.29
6 weekday=Thursday ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 92694 48181965.34
7 weekday=Wednesday ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 93770 48176590.25
8 weekday=Friday ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 100841 48049127.86
9 make=Toyota 77860 48019370.97
10 weekday=Tuesday ∧ country=NLD 106529 47921314.88
11 weekday=Monday ∧ country=NLD 109445 47821716.35
12 weekday=Saturday ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 111629 47730152.75
13 make=Ford 61967 47010295.22
14 make=Opel 59312 46798187.81
15 make=Renault 55181 46238670.28
16 make=Fiat 42541 44341480.15
17 make=Citroen 31140 41328630.18
18 make=Volvo 26436 39226736.88
19 make=BMW 26549 39169141.68
20 make=Audi 22238 37220966.81
21 country=DEU 30634 37142829.09
22 datestring=2018-11-09 ∧ weekday=Friday 16166 33845174.37
23 datestring=2018-10-26 ∧ weekday=Friday 15741 33503702.58
24 weekday=Friday ∧ datestring=2018-11-02 14521 32574973.80
25 weekday=Friday ∧ datestring=2018-10-19 14441 32522108.47
26 weekday=Thursday ∧ country=NLD ∧ datestring=2018-

10-04
14279 32479191.55

27 weekday=Wednesday ∧ country=NLD ∧ datestring=2018-
09-19

13498 31851644.00

28 weekday=Friday ∧ country=NLD ∧ datestring=2018-11-30 13405 31800471.89
29 weekday=Saturday ∧ datestring=2018-10-20 13410 31746004.54
30 weekday=Thursday ∧ datestring=2018-10-25 13153 31408300.02
31 weekday=Saturday ∧ country=NLD ∧ datestring=2018-

10-06
12159 30627105.16

32 weekday=Friday ∧ datestring=2018-11-16 12399 30425143.37
33 weekday=Thursday ∧ datestring=2018-11-22 12130 30394862.35
34 weekday=Thursday ∧ datestring=2018-11-29 11806 30373692.00
35 weekday=Wednesday ∧ datestring=2018-11-21 11903 30268246.41
36 weekday=Saturday ∧ datestring=2018-11-17 10604 28922639.53
37 weekday=Friday ∧ country=NLD ∧ datestring=2018-10-12 10082 28548017.59
38 weekday=Saturday ∧ datestring=2018-09-15 10034 28388930.98
39 weekday=Saturday ∧ country=NLD ∧ datestring=2018-

10-13
8988 27472066.48

40 weekday=Wednesday ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Mercedes-
Benz

7529 25237677.03

Table A.3: Results for beam search with transition model and Hellinger quality measure

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 type=Company-car ∧ country=NLD 86881 95.38 ·10−3
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2 make=Mercedes-Benz ∧ country=NLD 50693 51.83 ·10−3

3 country=DEU 30634 33.98 ·10−3

4 type=Taxi ∧ country=NLD 18387 29.81 ·10−3

5 make=Volkswagen 88672 21.38 ·10−3

6 type=Bus ∧ country=NLD 9418 18.54 ·10−3

7 weekday=Friday ∧ datestring=2018-11-16 12399 12.72 ·10−3

8 make=Renault 55181 11.08 ·10−3

9 make=Mercedes 5730 8.78 ·10−3

10 model=V70 3821 7.74 ·10−3

11 type=VAN 3398 7.29 ·10−3

12 country=POL 3356 6.50 ·10−3

13 datestring=2018-11-17 ∧ weekday=Saturday 10604 5.80 ·10−3

14 type=HVT 3117 5.34 ·10−3

15 make=BMW 26549 4.66 ·10−3

16 model=NaN 8231 4.65 ·10−3

17 datestring=2018-11-20 ∧ weekday=Tuesday 9309 4.42 ·10−3

18 weekday=Thursday ∧ datestring=2018-11-22 12130 4.32 ·10−3

19 weekday=Friday ∧ country=NLD 120079 4.22 ·10−3

20 country=BEL 4631 4.02 ·10−3

21 weekday=Wednesday ∧ datestring=2018-11-21 11903 3.73 ·10−3

22 make=Audi ∧ type=CAR 21991 3.64 ·10−3

23 datestring=2018-10-23 ∧ weekday=Tuesday 9946 3.52 ·10−3

24 make=Skoda 15284 3.39 ·10−3

25 weekday=Thursday ∧ datestring=2018-11-15 13348 3.36 ·10−3

26 model=Astra ∧ type=CAR 15035 3.10 ·10−3

27 weekday=Thursday ∧ make=Ford 9113 3.10 ·10−3

28 make=Daewoo 2019 3.08 ·10−3

29 make=KIA ∧ type=CAR 22503 2.90 ·10−3

30 weekday=Thursday ∧ datestring=2018-11-01 3086 2.83 ·10−3

31 make=Chrysler 1441 2.71 ·10−3

32 make=Volvo 26436 2.57 ·10−3

33 datestring=2018-11-18 ∧ weekday=Sunday 9226 2.46 ·10−3

34 weekday=Thursday ∧ datestring=2018-10-25 13153 2.37 ·10−3

35 make=Ford ∧ model=Mondeo 4838 2.23 ·10−3

36 model=Wagon 1414 1.97 ·10−3

37 model=2 2397 1.95 ·10−3

38 datestring=2018-09-15 ∧ weekday=Saturday 10034 1.76 ·10−3

39 model=SX4 ∧ type=CAR 1495 1.74 ·10−3

40 datestring=2018-11-05 ∧ weekday=Monday ∧ coun-
try=NLD

12281 1.02 ·10−3

Table A.4: Results for beam search with transition model and WRAcc quality measure

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 weekday=Thursday ∧ country=NLD 112000 81180.29
2 model=Clio ∧ type=CAR 11906 69028.75
3 model=KA ∧ type=CAR 6483 65256.46
4 make=Toyota 77860 56134.22
5 type=Company-car 86881 53571.29
6 model=Leon ∧ type=CAR 3988 51412.26
7 model=Focus ∧ make=Ford 17122 47279.85
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8 make=Peugeot ∧ country=NLD 39787 40887.98
9 datestring=2018-09-26 ∧ country=NLD 7805 39993.57
10 model=Golf 24004 39138.04
11 make=Mazda ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 13661 36728.33
12 model=Punto ∧ make=Fiat 10942 33939.51
13 make=BMW 26549 31692.27
14 make=KIA 22686 31136.56
15 model=Swift ∧ make=Suzuki 5015 26930.56
16 weekday=Monday ∧ type=CAR 94281 22893.64
17 make=Volkswagen 88672 22701.16
18 datestring=2018-11-25 10510 20386.49
19 datestring=2018-11-12 12949 20307.17
20 make=VDL 7742 16534.93
21 datestring=2018-10-17 8906 15772.52
22 model=Alto ∧ make=Suzuki ∧ country=NLD 5935 14766.24
23 datestring=2018-10-14 9936 14685.36
24 type=Bus 9418 13670.92
25 make=Volvo ∧ country=NLD 25131 13471.79
26 country=DEU 30634 13080.88
27 datestring=2018-11-10 ∧ type=CAR 12628 12533.34
28 datestring=2018-10-27 13927 12414.13
29 weekday=Wednesday ∧ datestring=2018-09-19 14117 11075.55
30 model=C4 4653 10840.40
31 make=Daihatsu 5095 10360.84
32 datestring=2018-10-24 14241 9648.26
33 model=Sprinter 9073 9516.62
34 datestring=2018-11-07 13404 9263.84
35 make=Audi ∧ country=NLD 19340 5842.19
36 datestring=2018-11-20 ∧ country=NLD 8917 4193.21
37 model=Fiesta 14287 3927.91
38 datestring=2018-11-17 10604 3198.38
39 weekday=Wednesday ∧ datestring=2018-10-03 5482 2144.11
40 weekday=Wednesday ∧ datestring=2018-10-10 6001 2116.83

Table A.5: Results for beam search with transition model, cosine quality measure and sampling

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 country=DEU 30634 8564.61
2 country=NLD 771426 7906.73
3 type=CAR 693770 3482.83
4 make=VDL 7742 3453.85
5 make=DAF 4256 1322.94
6 make=Mercedes 5730 903.04
7 make=Scania 2231 813.90
8 make=Toyota 77860 773.90
9 type=HVT 3117 762.64
10 type=VAN 3398 749.53
11 make=MAN 2111 726.37
12 country=BGR 2155 723.21
13 weekday=Friday ∧ datestring=2018-11-16 12399 665.09
14 model=NaN 8231 508.58
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15 country=POL 3356 495.63
16 model=Master 3698 364.48
17 model=FH ∧ make=Volvo 701 341.33
18 make=Fiat 42541 333.86
19 country=BEL 4631 308.43
20 model=Q5 936 286.93
21 model=Actros 848 238.02
22 weekday=Tuesday ∧ datestring=2018-10-09 12807 235.36
23 make=Volkswagen ∧ model=Transporter ∧

type=Company-car
4674 227.88

24 make=Renault ∧ weekday=Thursday ∧ model=ZOE 228 190.76
25 weekday=Tuesday ∧ make=Renault ∧ model=ZOE 211 181.69
26 make=Audi 22238 150.34
27 make=Chrysler 1441 114.74
28 weekday=Tuesday ∧ datestring=2018-09-25 4427 74.39
29 make=Skoda ∧ model=Fabia 4798 67.48
30 weekday=Friday ∧ datestring=2018-10-05 15029 65.10
31 make=Volkswagen ∧ model=Passat 7493 61.86
32 country=PRT 251 55.12
33 weekday=Tuesday ∧ datestring=2018-10-16 11002 49.58
34 type=LGT 451 45.00
35 model=Transit ∧ make=Ford ∧ weekday=Wednesday 1607 30.43
36 make=Renault ∧ weekday=Thursday ∧ model=Scenic 100 19.98
37 model=Transit ∧ make=Ford ∧ country=LTU 17 8.42
38 weekday=Monday ∧ datestring=2018-11-19 ∧ coun-

try=HUN
15 7.52

39 weekday=Wednesday ∧ datestring=2018-11-28 ∧
make=Opel

1202 5.60

40 weekday=Tuesday ∧ make=Renault ∧ country=ROU 15 5.57

Table A.6: Results for beam search with transition model, cosine quality measure and complement
scoring

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 model=E-Class ∧ country=DEU ∧ make=Mercedes 463 43.85
2 model=Espace ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Renault 673 43.24
3 model=911 ∧ type=CAR ∧ make=Porsche 207 43.08
4 model=8D ∧ make=Audi ∧ country=NLD 819 41.90
5 model=Boxer ∧ make=Peugeot 766 41.72
6 model=Giulia ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 423 41.65
7 model=Kadjar ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 754 41.40
8 model=FL ∧ make=Volvo ∧ country=NLD 158 41.16
9 model=FAG ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=Company-car 138 40.97
10 model=Ix20 ∧ weekday=Thursday ∧ make=Hyundai 228 40.72
11 model=500l ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 293 40.59
12 model=Pixo ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 690 40.37
13 model=Pajero ∧ make=Mitsubishi 185 40.34
14 model=R450 ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=Company-car 277 40.29
15 model=FH 760 40.13
16 model=306 ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 625 40.08
17 model=639 ∧ make=Mercedes-Benz ∧ country=NLD 1838 40.05
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18 model=Saxo ∧ make=Citroen ∧ type=CAR 312 39.98
19 model=Cruze ∧ type=CAR ∧ make=Chevrolet 212 39.98
20 model=Defender ∧ make=Land Rover 139 39.92
21 model=Bravo ∧ country=NLD 864 39.80
22 model=C-Class ∧ type=CAR ∧ make=Mercedes 1033 39.74
23 model=TGM 18.250 ∧ make=MAN ∧ type=Company-car 71 39.69
24 model=116i ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 429 39.60
25 model=CF290 ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=DAF 349 39.58
26 model=Kuga ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Ford 835 39.58
27 model=S80 ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Volvo 367 39.58
28 model=Terios ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 658 39.47
29 model=Land ∧ make=Toyota 445 39.44
30 model=316i ∧ make=BMW ∧ type=CAR 374 39.41
31 model=Sport ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 153 39.38
32 model=X1 ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=BMW 832 39.25
33 model=Forester ∧ type=CAR ∧ make=Subaru 656 39.25
34 model=Agila ∧ make=Opel ∧ type=CAR 2698 39.21
35 model=PT ∧ make=Chrysler ∧ type=CAR 423 39.09
36 model=V ∧ make=Mercedes-Benz ∧ country=NLD 317 39.01
37 model=Rexton ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Ssangyong 284 38.86
38 model=Sedici ∧ make=Fiat ∧ type=CAR 281 38.80
39 model=Q5 936 38.74
40 model=P114 ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=Company-car 228 38.74

Table A.7: Results for beam search with topological features model and cosine quality measure

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 make=Renault ∧ catalog price≥30000.0 ∧

ownership<312.0
5109 1702.97

2 make=Renault ∧ age=1 ∧ catalog price<32000.0 3496 1634.21
3 make=Renault ∧ catalog price≥30000.0 ∧ ownership≥16.0 5783 1396.74
4 age<3.0 ∧ catalog price=30000 ∧ ownership=52 2546 1307.49
5 make=Renault ∧ hour≥8.0 ∧ hour<17.0 ∧ cata-

log price≥29000.0
4629 1299.77

6 age<3.0 ∧ catalog price=30000 ∧ hour≥7.0 ∧ hour<18.0 3418 1285.74
7 age<3.0 ∧ catalog price=30000 ∧ insured=1 4254 1231.95
8 make=Renault ∧ hour≥8.0 ∧ hour<17.0 ∧ age<2.0 6577 1218.54
9 model=ZOE ∧ hour≥1.0 ∧ age≥0.0 1324 1118.36
10 age<3.0 ∧ ownership≥0.0 ∧ make=Renault 12763 824.07
11 hour≥21.0 ∧ ownership<2340.0 ∧ catalog price<214000.0 39117 755.76
12 age<3.0 ∧ hour≥8.0 ∧ hour<18.0 ∧ catalog price≥18000.0 72228 752.87
13 catalog price≥37000.0 ∧ hour≥7.0 ∧ hour<19.0 ∧

ownership<676.0
71413 743.41

14 model=V70 ∧ ownership<936.0 ∧ age≥3.0 3485 700.07
15 hour<4.0 ∧ ownership<1404.0 ∧ catalog price<155000.0 12236 692.59
16 catalog price≥37000.0 ∧ age<12.0 ∧ ownership≥0.0 84613 691.69
17 model=V70 ∧ make=Volvo ∧ hour≥0.0 4035 632.00
18 age<3.0 ∧ hour<17.0 ∧ ownership≥-1.0 86254 607.06
19 hour≥7.0 ∧ hour<10.0 ∧ ownership<1352.0 ∧ age≥0.0 114501 590.44
20 model=A180 ∧ ownership<208.0 ∧ catalog price<40000.0 1105 588.07
21 age<3.0 ∧ ownership≥0.0 ∧ insured=1 118222 575.34
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22 hour≥8.0 ∧ hour<11.0 ∧ age<19.0 ∧ ownership≥0.0 131639 524.79
23 model=Berlingo ∧ ownership≥156.0 ∧ hour<23.0 1045 451.73
24 make=Toyota ∧ hour≥3.0 ∧ hour<21.0 ∧ cata-

log price<70000.0
79867 446.25

25 catalog price<18000.0 ∧ hour≥20.0 ∧ ownership<1092.0 35702 427.51
26 ownership≥728.0 ∧ age<20.0 ∧ catalog price<13000.0 154379 414.92
27 catalog price<18000.0 ∧ age<21.0 ∧ hour≥13.0 ∧

hour<23.0
231946 414.01

28 make=Volkswagen ∧ ownership<312.0 ∧ cata-
log price≥18000.0

21189 389.51

29 hour≥9.0 ∧ hour<13.0 ∧ ownership<312.0 ∧ cata-
log price≥18000.0

49985 383.93

30 catalog price<18000.0 ∧ age<21.0 ∧ hour≥4.0 ∧ hour<22.0 378190 362.13
31 hour≥9.0 ∧ hour<13.0 ∧ catalog price≥30000.0 ∧ age<13.0 42138 351.80
32 make=Renault ∧ hour≥8.0 ∧ hour<17.0 ∧ cata-

log price<60000.0
31008 350.43

33 hour≥18.0 ∧ hour<20.0 ∧ catalog price<37000.0 ∧
ownership<988.0

73285 344.97

34 hour≥15.0 ∧ hour<18.0 ∧ catalog price≥20000.0 ∧
ownership≥0.0

65743 344.93

35 weekday=Sunday ∧ hour≥12.0 ∧ catalog price<48000.0 49630 314.49
36 make=KIA ∧ catalog price≥10000.0 ∧ insured=1 20286 271.79
37 model=Lancer ∧ ownership≥416.0 ∧ cata-

log price<24000.0
928 226.49

38 model=407 ∧ age=13 ∧ catalog price≥30000.0 323 207.83
39 model=Qashqai2 ∧ catalog price<32000.0 ∧ hour≥0.0 439 160.44
40 model=Insight ∧ age≥7.0 ∧ catalog price<27000.0 341 139.21

Table A.8: Results for beam search with transition model and cosine quality measure for Dutch
cars (without dynamic discretization)

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 make=Renault ∧ ownership>339.0 ∧ ownership≤718.0 ∧

hour≤23.0
4843 1511.34

2 ownership>-1.0 ∧ ownership≤635.0 ∧ make=Renault ∧
hour>6.0 ∧ hour≤16.0

5970 1355.18

3 ownership>-1.0 ∧ ownership≤635.0 ∧ make=Renault ∧
hour>7.0 ∧ hour≤17.0

6276 1337.45

4 make=Renault ∧ catalog price>25375.0 ∧ cata-
log price≤29901.0 ∧ hour>6.0 ∧ hour≤16.0

3471 1298.95

5 ownership>-1.0 ∧ ownership≤635.0 ∧ cata-
log price>29765.0 ∧ catalog price≤32140.0 ∧ hour>6.0 ∧
hour≤16.0

5190 1254.01

6 make=Renault ∧ catalog price>25375.0 ∧ cata-
log price≤29901.0 ∧ hour>7.0 ∧ hour≤17.0

3643 1247.61

7 ownership>-1.0 ∧ ownership≤635.0 ∧ insured=1 ∧
make=Renault

8282 1243.80

8 ownership>-1.0 ∧ ownership≤635.0 ∧ hour≤17.0 ∧ cata-
log price>29617.5 ∧ catalog price≤31893.0

5644 1223.03

9 make=Renault ∧ catalog price>25375.0 ∧ cata-
log price≤29901.0 ∧ insured=1

4850 1129.29
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10 ownership>-1.0 ∧ ownership≤635.0 ∧ cata-
log price>29765.0 ∧ catalog price≤32140.0 ∧ insured=1

7140 1072.25

11 hour>20.0 ∧ hour≤23.0 39121 755.43
12 hour≤3.0 12291 686.80
13 model=V70 ∧ make=Volvo ∧ hour≤23.0 4035 632.00
14 hour>6.0 ∧ hour≤9.0 ∧ insured=1 114057 587.43
15 ownership>-1.0 ∧ ownership≤635.0 ∧ hour≤17.0 ∧

age>456.0 ∧ age≤514.0
5643 586.20

16 catalog price>39585.0 ∧ catalog price≤300983.0 ∧
hour>6.0 ∧ hour≤18.0

59877 583.03

17 ownership>-1.0 ∧ ownership≤635.0 ∧ insured=1 ∧
hour≤17.0

55734 570.83

18 hour>7.0 ∧ hour≤10.0 140598 517.47
19 model=Berlingo ∧ insured=1 ∧ hour≤17.0 1011 441.20
20 make=Toyota ∧ hour>2.0 ∧ hour≤20.0 ∧ insured=1 79429 440.76
21 make=Renault ∧ hour>7.0 ∧ hour≤16.0 ∧ insured=1 30555 329.22
22 hour>17.0 ∧ hour≤19.0 ∧ insured=1 89948 321.71
23 weekday=Sunday ∧ hour>11.0 ∧ hour≤23.0 52933 308.55
24 model=Golf ∧ age>1789.0 ∧ age≤2287.800000000001 ∧

hour≤22.0
2428 293.32

25 make=Daewoo ∧ insured=1 ∧ hour>6.0 ∧ hour≤23.0 1974 280.76
26 make=Chrysler ∧ insured=1 ∧ hour≤23.0 1264 258.50
27 make=KIA ∧ ownership>870.0 ∧ ownership≤1316.0 ∧

hour>7.0 ∧ hour≤20.0
2262 239.93

28 model=RIO ∧ hour>10.0 ∧ hour≤22.0 ∧ insured=1 2787 225.85
29 model=Lancer ∧ hour>2.0 ∧ hour≤23.0 ∧

make=Mitsubishi
1053 222.45

30 make=Fiat ∧ hour>4.0 ∧ hour≤22.0 36846 222.14
31 make=Hyundai ∧ insured=1 ∧ hour≤23.0 25699 199.46
32 make=Suzuki ∧ catalog price>9499.0 ∧ cata-

log price≤11117.0 ∧ hour>6.0 ∧ hour≤15.0
1534 196.59

33 model=407 ∧ catalog price>35519.0 ∧ cata-
log price≤36749.0 ∧ make=Peugeot

272 191.12

34 model=940 ∧ make=Volvo ∧ hour≤23.0 411 188.17
35 model=626 ∧ make=Mazda ∧ hour≤23.0 762 187.12
36 model=GT ∧ hour>6.0 ∧ hour≤23.0 384 183.25
37 model=Golf ∧ hour≤16.0 ∧ make=Volkswagen 16553 171.15
38 model=6 ∧ insured=1 ∧ make=Mazda 3454 144.29
39 model=306 ∧ hour>10.0 ∧ hour≤19.0 ∧ make=Peugeot 539 122.20
40 hour>14.0 ∧ hour≤17.0 ∧ insured=1 ∧ ownership>2151.0

∧ ownership≤2750.0
16599 116.91

Table A.9: Results for beam search with transition model and cosine quality measure for Dutch
cars (with dynamic discretization)

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 country=DEU 12039 3033.90
2 country=NLD ∧ type=Bus 4081 1579.07
3 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi 6899 733.10
4 make=DAF 1596 569.57
5 model=Superb 1107 550.68
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6 country=NLD ∧ type=Company-car 33420 549.04
7 type=CAR ∧ make=Renault ∧ model=ZOE 482 404.81
8 make=MAN 824 306.63
9 type=HVT 1062 300.60
10 country=NLD ∧ make=Mercedes 19279 277.85
11 country=BGR 837 272.28
12 type=VAN 1321 256.88
13 model=V70 ∧ make=Volvo ∧ country=NLD 1502 242.37
14 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Toyota 28968 233.98
15 type=CAR ∧ model=Berlingo 525 164.56
16 country=POL 1270 143.99
17 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧

weather description=Overcast clouds
123772 128.01

18 model=NaN 2943 120.70
19 country=BEL 1743 111.14
20 type=CAR ∧ model=Q5 ∧ country=NLD 276 110.81
21 type=CAR ∧ make=Fiat ∧ country=NLD 12646 107.69
22 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=320d 294 96.99
23 type=CAR ∧ model=Espace ∧ country=NLD 254 95.64
24 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ temperature>0.0 ∧

temperature≤9.0
21860 89.24

25 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Daewoo 727 83.48
26 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=626 273 83.32
27 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=Lancer 357 81.97
28 make=Audi ∧ model=A5 ∧ type=CAR 247 80.25
29 model=Transit ∧ type=CAR 307 78.23
30 type=CAR ∧ make=Renault ∧ country=NLD 16849 77.62
31 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Chrysler 492 76.68
32 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=S-MAX 256 76.49
33 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=RIO 1338 71.39
34 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=Wagon 557 69.66
35 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=KIA 8458 68.76
36 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Seat 6523 67.32
37 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=ONE 249 66.23
38 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Hyundai 8545 64.92
39 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=GT 137 64.86
40 country=HUN ∧ model=Astra ∧ type=CAR 50 30.68

Table A.10: Results for beam search with transition model and cosine quality measure, including
weather data

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 country=DEU 15546 5725.92
2 model=NaN 4925 2221.87
3 country=NLD ∧ type=Bus 2447 878.32
4 weekday=Thursday ∧ datestring=2018-12-20 13373 713.13
5 make=Mercedes 2636 633.17
6 country=NLD ∧ type=Company-car 30251 575.60
7 make=DAF 1293 403.33
8 type=HVT 1317 345.17
9 weekday=Friday ∧ datestring=2018-12-14 19090 338.65
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10 model=Sprinter ∧ type=Taxi ∧ make=Mercedes-Benz 1170 308.85
11 weekday=Thursday ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 31546 303.78
12 country=BGR 812 282.60
13 type=VAN 1275 276.45
14 country=BEL 1812 248.56
15 make=Toyota ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 30276 246.24
16 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi ∧ make=Mercedes-Benz 3143 242.71
17 weekday=Sunday ∧ type=CAR 36996 234.89
18 datestring=2018-12-19 ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 11347 199.50
19 model=Berlingo ∧ type=CAR 516 189.99
20 model=V70 ∧ make=Volvo ∧ country=NLD 1296 182.68
21 weekday=Monday ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 36409 172.69
22 make=Audi ∧ model=A3 ∧ country=NLD 2182 139.67
23 make=BMW ∧ model=3 ∧ type=CAR 540 133.52
24 model=X5 ∧ type=CAR 396 130.28
25 weekday=Friday ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 49800 126.24
26 make=Fiat ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 13129 123.23
27 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi ∧ model=Superb 269 119.55
28 country=POL 981 118.31
29 weekday=Tuesday ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 28535 114.87
30 weekday=Saturday ∧ datestring=2018-12-15 13875 112.18
31 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi ∧ make=Skoda 372 104.74
32 make=Land Rover 673 84.37
33 make=Audi ∧ type=CAR ∧ model=Q5 389 82.53
34 make=Audi ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 7632 78.87
35 weekday=Saturday ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 42407 74.59
36 weekday=Friday ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi 953 66.93
37 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ datestring=2019-01-09 3707 41.43
38 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi ∧ weekday=Wednesday 673 32.15
39 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ datestring=2019-01-02 9608 28.70
40 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ datestring=2018-12-26 7290 26.21

Table A.11: Results for beam search with transition model and cosine quality measure, using only
the old cameras

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 country=DEU 35226 10841.43
2 weekday=Friday ∧ datestring=2018-12-14 26804 3865.05
3 model=NaN 9698 2792.13
4 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi 15699 2655.28
5 country=NLD ∧ type=Bus 4502 2087.48
6 make=Toyota ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 56687 1633.13
7 country=NLD ∧ type=Company-car 59958 1483.63
8 country=BEL 6773 1386.38
9 country=NLD ∧ weekday=Friday 112628 1308.38
10 make=Mercedes 6019 1229.12
11 weekday=Thursday ∧ datestring=2018-12-20 30502 1148.27
12 country=NLD ∧ datestring=2019-01-07 ∧ week-

day=Monday
30468 987.79

13 make=Skoda ∧ model=Superb ∧ country=NLD 2666 829.80
14 weekday=Friday ∧ type=CAR 103831 796.57
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15 weekday=Sunday ∧ datestring=2018-12-30 23664 765.12
16 datestring=2019-01-02 ∧ weekday=Wednesday ∧ coun-

try=NLD
26855 761.90

17 make=DAF 1767 756.50
18 datestring=2019-01-03 ∧ country=NLD ∧ week-

day=Thursday
29555 723.04

19 weekday=Monday ∧ type=CAR ∧ datestring=2019-01-07 26595 652.24
20 make=Volkswagen ∧ type=CAR 64361 644.88
21 weekday=Monday ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 84251 635.64
22 make=Fiat ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 25706 617.87
23 datestring=2018-12-26 ∧ weekday=Wednesday 20085 596.31
24 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ model=ZOE 678 567.24
25 datestring=2018-12-19 ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 24562 555.43
26 weekday=Tuesday ∧ datestring=2019-01-08 18819 554.04
27 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ weekday=Thursday 72218 552.11
28 datestring=2018-12-19 ∧ type=CAR ∧ week-

day=Wednesday
25887 528.84

29 type=HVT 1898 514.56
30 datestring=2019-01-09 ∧ weekday=Wednesday 12178 506.34
31 datestring=2019-01-02 ∧ weekday=Wednesday ∧

type=CAR
24627 478.75

32 weekday=Monday ∧ type=CAR ∧ datestring=2018-12-31 18819 446.10
33 type=VAN 2420 443.23
34 weekday=Sunday ∧ type=CAR 79870 442.30
35 country=BGR 1065 416.70
36 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ weekday=Tuesday 65034 366.71
37 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ make=Hyundai 17916 366.60
38 make=BMW ∧ model=3 ∧ type=CAR 1428 348.69
39 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ model=V70 3429 338.57
40 weekday=Saturday ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 90416 330.54

Table A.12: Results for beam search with transition model and cosine quality measure, using all
cameras

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 country=NLD ∧ type=Company-car 254899 16102.08
2 type=CAR ∧ country=DEU 125538 14003.21
3 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi 30373 3331.61
4 model=NaN ∧ country=DEU 30077 3172.32
5 model=NaN ∧ type=CAR 50478 2829.97
6 country=BEL ∧ type=CAR 34022 2800.21
7 model=Transit ∧ make=Ford ∧ country=NLD 27304 2342.12
8 make=Mercedes ∧ type=CAR 17738 2283.70
9 make=DAF 13146 2187.71
10 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 2092704 1923.79
11 make=Mercedes-Benz ∧ country=NLD 134676 1904.99
12 make=Mercedes ∧ country=DEU 17179 1829.05
13 model=Transit ∧ make=Ford ∧ type=Company-car 24188 1808.02
14 model=Sprinter 20638 1524.71
15 type=HVT 10980 1325.55
16 make=Scania 6851 1230.25
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17 country=NLD ∧ make=Iveco 9752 1182.09
18 make=MAN 6337 1171.36
19 model=Vivaro ∧ make=Opel ∧ country=NLD 10294 1113.21
20 make=BMW ∧ type=CAR 94249 1061.27
21 make=Audi ∧ type=CAR 78811 963.44
22 type=CAR ∧ make=Volkswagen 231090 961.16
23 model=Crafter ∧ make=Volkswagen 9420 960.61
24 country=BEL ∧ model=NaN 6391 936.39
25 type=Bus ∧ country=NLD 13729 823.87
26 country=POL ∧ type=CAR 9155 722.05
27 make=Mercedes ∧ model=NaN 5358 706.87
28 model=Transporter ∧ make=Volkswagen ∧ country=NLD 14362 690.79
29 model=Trafic ∧ make=Renault ∧ country=NLD 8499 636.64
30 model=Ducato ∧ make=Fiat ∧ country=NLD 5487 614.89
31 country=BGR 5311 545.46
32 country=POL ∧ model=NaN 3141 484.96
33 type=CAR ∧ model=Astra ∧ make=Opel 50775 453.34
34 country=NLD ∧ type=Semitrailer 2418 449.08
35 type=VAN 13779 384.00
36 make=Volvo ∧ model=NaN 1680 317.28
37 country=ROU ∧ type=CAR 2067 317.16
38 type=Bus 1415 244.59
39 country=NLD ∧ type=Trailer 2298 235.10
40 type=CAR ∧ country=LUX 868 210.26

Table A.13: Results for beam search with hour&day distribution model and cosine quality measure

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 catalog price>9194.0 ∧ catalog price≤13785.0 ∧ insured=1

∧ country=NLD
208283 911.25

2 ownership>6523.0 ∧ ownership≤27872.0 ∧ country=NLD 209120 825.34
3 catalog price>39680.0 ∧ catalog price≤945550.0 ∧ in-

sured=1 ∧ country=NLD
206157 636.48

4 make=Volkswagen ∧ insured=1 ∧ country=NLD 200018 405.30
5 make=Mercedes ∧ country=NLD 69754 404.06
6 make=Hyundai ∧ insured=1 ∧ country=NLD 71213 393.46
7 make=BMW ∧ country=NLD 77867 362.13
8 model=Astra ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Opel 47412 357.00
9 make=Suzuki ∧ country=NLD 62040 345.92
10 model=ZOE ∧ make=Renault ∧ country=NLD 1930 335.86
11 make=Toyota ∧ insured=1 ∧ catalog price>17530.0 ∧ cat-

alog price≤21855.0
22307 334.76

12 make=Ford ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=Transit 1526 327.62
13 make=Seat ∧ country=NLD 53531 307.45
14 make=Audi ∧ insured=1 ∧ country=NLD 63477 301.14
15 catalog price>24290.0 ∧ catalog price≤30293.0 ∧ in-

sured=1 ∧ country=NLD
207976 301.08

16 make=Toyota ∧ insured=1 ∧ country=NLD 222880 294.06
17 catalog price>30293.0 ∧ catalog price≤39680.0 ∧ in-

sured=1 ∧ country=NLD
207080 258.48

18 model=Meriva ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Opel 12271 241.47
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19 model=C1 ∧ insured=1 ∧ make=Citroen 18351 239.07
20 insured=0 ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Volkswagen 3815 236.36
21 make=Ford ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=Fiesta 45975 232.33
22 catalog price>13785.0 ∧ catalog price≤18790.0 ∧ in-

sured=1 ∧ country=NLD
208399 228.08

23 model=C3 ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Citroen 18872 213.01
24 model=Corsa ∧ age>3373.0 ∧ age≤4014.0 ∧ insured=1 4949 210.94
25 make=Daihatsu ∧ country=NLD 15346 209.89
26 make=Ford ∧ country=NLD ∧ insured=1 157690 207.72
27 model=500 ∧ insured=1 ∧ make=Fiat 20309 184.68
28 model=C5 ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Citroen 5616 176.77
29 model=Punto ∧ insured=1 ∧ country=NLD 31664 176.61
30 make=Mini ∧ insured=1 ∧ country=NLD 17015 175.84
31 make=Peugeot ∧ insured=1 ∧ country=NLD 117759 172.72
32 model=CEE ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=KIA 7903 164.52
33 model=Trafic ∧ country=NLD ∧ insured=1 365 156.05
34 model=Note ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Nissan 9407 152.80
35 insured=0 ∧ country=NLD ∧ age>5341.0 ∧ age≤6010.0 2305 148.45
36 make=Mazda ∧ insured=1 ∧ country=NLD 44178 145.07
37 model=Laguna ∧ insured=1 ∧ country=NLD 4601 129.88
38 insured=0 ∧ country=NLD ∧ catalog price>10505.0 ∧ cat-

alog price≤21481.0
2194 121.77

39 model=Kangoo ∧ insured=1 ∧ country=NLD 3524 119.99
40 model=Modus ∧ insured=1 ∧ country=NLD 2933 94.02

Table A.14: Results for beam search with hour&week/weekend distribution model and cosine
quality measure, Dutch cars only

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 model=NaN 36432 2521.25
2 country=POL 9062 892.28
3 make=Fiat 7796 366.97
4 country=BEL 34011 350.25
5 make=Ford ∧ model=Focus 4826 277.49
6 make=Citroen 7581 236.20
7 country=DEU 125483 195.28
8 make=Opel 10367 189.96
9 make=Mitsubishi 2119 182.79
10 country=HUN 1663 177.14
11 make=Jeep 1334 165.76
12 make=Mercedes ∧ model=C-Class 4276 153.65
13 make=Renault 9312 147.19
14 model=5 ∧ make=BMW 3151 142.38
15 make=Volkswagen 26616 141.76
16 country=ROU 2067 131.29
17 make=Mercedes ∧ model=A-Class 2196 104.35
18 model=I30 ∧ make=Hyundai 780 97.86
19 make=Porsche 1454 81.01
20 make=Nissan 3135 79.77
21 country=BGR 2244 74.53
22 country=ESP 341 74.15
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23 make=Skoda 4208 72.26
24 make=Toyota 4287 72.06
25 make=Audi 14577 66.60
26 make=Ford ∧ model=KA 508 65.62
27 country=LUX 861 64.43
28 model=Xc60 ∧ make=Volvo 640 60.98
29 make=KIA 2841 60.58
30 model=Ibiza ∧ make=Seat 779 59.55
31 country=LTU 607 57.26
32 country=FRA 1354 56.79
33 country=PRT 435 53.62
34 country=GBR 682 52.44
35 country=LVA 297 48.95
36 country=ITA 517 46.84
37 make=Mercedes ∧ model=GLA-Class 119 45.79
38 country=DNK 316 41.96
39 country=SVK 444 38.57
40 country=AUT 250 32.33

Table A.15: Results for beam search with hour&week/weekend distribution model and cosine
quality measure, non Dutch cars only

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 type=CAR ∧ country=DEU 125538 8898.81
2 country=NLD ∧ type=Company-car 254899 7454.64
3 type=CAR ∧ country=BEL 34022 1991.52
4 model=NaN ∧ country=DEU 30077 1415.41
5 make=Mercedes ∧ type=CAR 17738 1362.88
6 model=Transit ∧ make=Ford ∧ country=NLD 27304 1020.42
7 model=NaN ∧ type=CAR 50478 926.84
8 make=Mercedes ∧ country=DEU 17179 914.63
9 make=DAF 13146 851.32
10 make=Mercedes-Benz ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=Sprinter 19383 633.25
11 make=Scania 6851 559.90
12 make=Audi ∧ type=CAR 78811 500.77
13 model=Crafter ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Volkswagen 9213 487.14
14 type=HVT 10980 475.54
15 model=Vivaro ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Opel 10294 425.44
16 make=Mercedes-Benz ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=Vito-

Tourer
4571 412.36

17 type=Bus ∧ country=NLD 13729 400.87
18 type=CAR ∧ make=Volkswagen 231090 390.87
19 model=3 ∧ make=BMW ∧ type=CAR 5231 329.28
20 type=Bus 1415 319.05
21 make=Fiat ∧ country=NLD 120388 305.84
22 make=Fiat ∧ country=DEU 5995 283.13
23 type=Semitrailer ∧ country=NLD 2418 249.06
24 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi ∧ make=Volkswagen 2682 232.41
25 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 2092704 230.96
26 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi ∧ model=E220 1575 198.86
27 type=CAR ∧ country=BGR 2252 190.73
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28 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi ∧ make=Ford 1847 188.40
29 type=VAN 13779 184.17
30 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi ∧ make=Skoda 2530 182.97
31 country=POL 11800 171.34
32 type=CAR ∧ country=LUX 868 150.60
33 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi ∧ make=Mercedes-Benz 21079 137.90
34 type=CAR ∧ country=FRA 1354 122.19
35 type=CAR ∧ country=ROU 2067 94.14
36 country=NLD ∧ type=Trailer 2298 92.53
37 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi ∧ model=A6 262 80.97
38 country=NLD ∧ type=Middenasaanhangwagen 892 68.49
39 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi ∧ make=BMW 161 54.23
40 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi ∧ make=Chrysler 88 28.55

Table A.16: Results for beam search with date distribution model and cosine quality measure

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 country=NLD ∧ weekday=Tuesday 166662 7316.90
2 view=frontal ∧ weekday=Tuesday 131736 6829.72
3 type=CAR ∧ weekday=Tuesday 156751 6302.63
4 weekday=Sunday 145280 5621.91
5 type=CAR ∧ country=DEU 72898 3788.77
6 weekday=Saturday 165281 3452.99
7 country=NLD ∧ weekday=Wednesday 186552 2819.32
8 view=frontal ∧ country=DEU 61872 2790.42
9 model=NaN ∧ view=frontal 15795 2755.65
10 country=NLD ∧ type=Company-car 108121 2453.65
11 country=NLD ∧ view=frontal 868646 2434.48
12 view=rear 337847 2402.40
13 view=frontal ∧ weekday=Wednesday 153222 2322.56
14 view=frontal ∧ type=Company-car 82464 2169.18
15 view=frontal ∧ weekday=Monday 160068 2092.27
16 country=NLD ∧ weekday=Monday 207834 1797.29
17 type=CAR ∧ weekday=Wednesday 180560 1782.93
18 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi 17804 1432.75
19 type=CAR ∧ weekday=Monday 194125 1414.52
20 model=NaN ∧ country=DEU 23627 1011.01
21 view=frontal ∧ type=Taxi 12655 1005.50
22 type=CAR ∧ model=NaN 36940 960.24
23 country=DEU ∧ weekday=Wednesday 13281 955.89
24 country=DEU ∧ make=Volkswagen 12053 938.42
25 make=Mercedes-Benz ∧ type=Taxi 11771 872.86
26 weekday=Thursday ∧ view=frontal 141623 743.60
27 type=CAR ∧ country=BEL 22366 731.38
28 type=CAR ∧ view=frontal 852195 712.56
29 type=CAR ∧ make=Mercedes 10505 697.40
30 country=BEL ∧ view=frontal 20152 640.79
31 weekday=Thursday ∧ country=NLD 174485 594.11
32 make=Mercedes ∧ view=frontal 10500 550.44
33 type=Bus ∧ view=frontal 4413 548.24
34 make=Mercedes-Benz ∧ type=Company-car 19502 532.03
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35 model=E220 ∧ type=Taxi 1372 526.93
36 type=HVT 3973 500.07
37 make=Mercedes ∧ country=DEU 9446 496.49
38 make=DAF 4008 448.29
39 model=Transit ∧ make=Ford ∧ view=frontal 9723 384.74
40 weekday=Friday ∧ view=frontal 145154 325.82

Table A.17: Results for beam search with hour distribution model and cosine quality measure,
including new cameras

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 country=NLD ∧ view=frontal 927028 10775.28
2 weekday=Tuesday 177349 8545.47
3 weekday=Sunday 145280 7193.06
4 view=rear 355761 5160.62
5 weekday=Saturday 165281 4939.61
6 type=CAR ∧ country=DEU 75521 4428.42
7 type=CAR ∧ view=frontal 905669 3656.14
8 country=DEU ∧ view=frontal 64267 3179.68
9 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 1114434 3115.79
10 model=NaN ∧ view=frontal 16798 2953.41
11 type=Company-car ∧ country=NLD 116958 2947.26
12 type=Company-car ∧ view=frontal 89394 2476.76
13 weekday=Monday ∧ view=frontal 160068 2387.90
14 weekday=Monday ∧ country=NLD 207834 2153.21
15 weekday=Thursday ∧ view=frontal 177961 2015.96
16 weekday=Thursday ∧ country=NLD 215524 1656.42
17 weekday=Monday ∧ type=CAR 194125 1539.21
18 type=Taxi ∧ country=NLD 18841 1376.11
19 weekday=Wednesday ∧ country=DEU 14518 1002.36
20 make=Volkswagen ∧ country=DEU 12451 995.50
21 type=Taxi ∧ view=frontal 13444 948.59
22 make=Mercedes ∧ type=Taxi ∧ model=E 4705 944.51
23 weekday=Thursday ∧ type=CAR 203571 943.13
24 country=BEL ∧ type=CAR 23182 788.19
25 weekday=Thursday ∧ type=Company-car 23351 739.39
26 weekday=Wednesday ∧ view=frontal 179066 733.31
27 weekday=Wednesday ∧ country=NLD 220940 694.57
28 country=BEL ∧ view=frontal 20935 684.16
29 type=Taxi ∧ make=Skoda 2476 662.49
30 weekday=Monday ∧ type=Company-car 20953 656.01
31 weekday=Wednesday ∧ type=Company-car 22538 607.41
32 make=Volkswagen ∧ country=NLD 138770 566.95
33 make=Mercedes ∧ type=Company-car 21108 561.84
34 type=Bus ∧ view=frontal 4741 559.09
35 make=Mercedes ∧ country=DEU 9791 517.54
36 country=DEU ∧ make=Opel 4331 512.43
37 weekday=Friday ∧ country=DEU 11077 504.58
38 type=HVT 4296 503.46
39 weekday=Friday ∧ view=frontal 145154 478.24
40 make=Mercedes ∧ type=Taxi ∧ model=C 785 380.75
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Table A.18: Results for beam search with hour distribution model and cosine quality measure,
using complement scoring

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ view=frontal 818522 113807.94
2 make=Volkswagen 155710 54926.97
3 model=A4 ∧ type=CAR 11518 49762.01
4 model=Clio ∧ type=CAR 21419 48458.86
5 make=Opel ∧ view=frontal 79296 40181.72
6 make=Mazda ∧ type=CAR 24860 37425.58
7 make=Renault ∧ type=CAR 79966 36385.90
8 model=Mondeo ∧ type=CAR 8434 30172.83
9 make=Mitsubishi ∧ country=NLD ∧ type=CAR 25744 30060.31
10 weekday=Tuesday 177349 29598.72
11 country=NLD ∧ model=Sprinter ∧ make=Mercedes 9669 27308.24
12 country=NLD ∧ weekday=Friday ∧ type=CAR 155655 26250.24
13 weekday=Monday 221262 26078.82
14 weekday=Wednesday ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 193363 22028.70
15 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ make=Opel 88571 21367.48
16 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ view=rear 295912 19437.50
17 country=NLD ∧ type=Company-car 116958 17039.67
18 make=Ford ∧ view=frontal 82147 14837.33
19 view=frontal ∧ weekday=Thursday 177961 10104.12
20 view=frontal ∧ make=Citroen ∧ type=CAR 34167 8837.68
21 weekday=Wednesday ∧ make=Opel ∧ type=CAR 16204 8814.43
22 view=frontal ∧ country=BEL 20935 8219.57
23 model=Octavia ∧ type=CAR 8868 7419.41
24 make=Renault ∧ weekday=Saturday 10874 6873.12
25 view=frontal ∧ make=Volvo 34374 6061.60
26 model=NaN 43610 5863.32
27 country=NLD ∧ make=Skoda 24655 5778.12
28 view=frontal ∧ country=DEU ∧ type=CAR 59694 5709.34
29 country=NLD ∧ weekday=Friday ∧ view=rear 45651 5643.27
30 weekday=Wednesday ∧ make=Mercedes 15567 3061.09
31 country=NLD ∧ model=E ∧ make=Mercedes 8875 2932.63
32 model=Ducato 2764 2880.55
33 country=NLD ∧ weekday=Friday ∧ make=Mercedes 10454 2227.06
34 country=NLD ∧ make=VDL 4501 1786.24
35 view=frontal ∧ make=DAF 3775 1166.92
36 country=NLD ∧ model=Vito ∧ view=frontal 3663 968.27
37 country=NLD ∧ model=Citan 2639 857.46
38 country=NLD ∧ type=Trailer 921 753.92
39 view=frontal ∧ country=BGR 1429 446.92
40 country=NLD ∧ type=Semitrailer 1135 184.83

Table A.19: Results for beam search with hour distribution model and cosine quality measure,
using sampling

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
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1 country=DEU 13490 3390.29
2 country=NLD ∧ type=Bus 4190 1819.31
3 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi 7697 763.21
4 country=NLD ∧ type=Company-car 37752 762.80
5 make=DAF 1839 641.93
6 make=Skoda ∧ model=Superb 1200 549.16
7 make=Renault ∧ type=CAR ∧ model=ZOE 561 472.47
8 make=Mercedes 2447 372.73
9 type=HVT 1227 356.11
10 country=BGR 957 346.37
11 country=NLD ∧ make=Mercedes-Benz 21457 336.50
12 type=VAN 1537 315.39
13 country=POL 1421 293.04
14 model=V70 ∧ make=Volvo ∧ type=CAR 1763 278.64
15 type=CAR ∧ make=Toyota ∧ country=NLD 32444 247.35
16 model=NaN 3331 209.14
17 type=CAR ∧ model=Berlingo 582 176.37
18 type=CAR ∧ weekday=Sunday 37361 174.06
19 weekday=Tuesday ∧ datestring=2018-10-09 ∧ coun-

try=NLD
12216 151.87

20 datestring=2018-10-08 ∧ weekday=Monday 12935 143.82
21 country=BEL 2006 134.43
22 weekday=Tuesday ∧ datestring=2018-10-30 ∧ coun-

try=NLD
14568 113.70

23 make=Renault ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 18470 113.37
24 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=320d 332 112.74
25 weekday=Tuesday ∧ datestring=2018-10-23 9946 110.47
26 type=CAR ∧ model=Q5 378 110.41
27 make=Fiat ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 14308 110.31
28 type=CAR ∧ weekday=Monday ∧ country=NLD 38929 105.66
29 datestring=2018-10-31 ∧ weekday=Wednesday 11032 80.55
30 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Hyundai 9960 79.84
31 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=GT 152 78.66
32 model=Transit ∧ type=CAR 294 77.92
33 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Daewoo 861 77.07
34 type=CAR ∧ model=S-MAX ∧ make=Ford 296 76.21
35 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=Wagon 641 74.51
36 make=Audi ∧ type=CAR ∧ model=A5 273 71.67
37 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ model=626 286 70.21
38 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ make=Seat 7202 69.77
39 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ weekday=Saturday 41282 65.71
40 type=CAR ∧ country=NLD ∧ weekday=Thursday 43267 65.47

Table A.20: Results for beam search transition model and cosine quality measure, in the period
October

Nr. Description Subgroup size Score
1 country=DEU 12523 3404.78
2 country=NLD ∧ type=Bus 3766 1594.78
3 country=NLD ∧ type=Company-car 38050 947.01
4 country=NLD ∧ type=Taxi 8058 573.16
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5 weekday=Friday ∧ datestring=2018-11-16 12399 539.95
6 make=DAF 1913 518.72
7 model=Superb ∧ make=Skoda ∧ country=NLD 1107 473.34
8 type=CAR ∧ model=ZOE ∧ make=Renault 531 448.98
9 make=Mercedes 2415 371.68
10 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ make=Toyota 32766 332.32
11 type=HVT 1553 332.18
12 type=VAN 1395 331.35
13 country=BGR 887 298.33
14 model=NaN 3807 230.93
15 model=V70 ∧ make=Volvo 1485 216.62
16 country=POL 1427 209.00
17 type=CAR ∧ model=Berlingo 587 189.87
18 datestring=2018-11-17 ∧ weekday=Saturday 10604 159.66
19 type=CAR ∧ make=Fiat ∧ country=NLD 14922 157.77
20 model=Q5 ∧ make=Audi ∧ type=CAR 420 150.70
21 weekday=Sunday ∧ type=CAR 34111 144.23
22 country=BEL 1958 134.31
23 weekday=Monday ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 40021 119.24
24 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ model=A180 1135 111.94
25 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ make=Hyundai 10232 108.48
26 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ make=Renault 18516 104.88
27 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ model=320d 322 97.58
28 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ weekday=Wednesday 36464 91.28
29 model=Transit ∧ type=CAR ∧ country=NLD 234 90.48
30 type=CAR ∧ make=Daewoo 887 85.96
31 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ model=RIO 1401 85.24
32 type=CAR ∧ make=Audi ∧ country=NLD 8067 83.21
33 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ model=CLA200 229 79.56
34 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ model=Premacy 342 78.60
35 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ model=940 147 74.76
36 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ weekday=Tuesday 38441 74.40
37 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ model=Lancer 429 69.81
38 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ make=Suzuki 8202 65.28
39 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ weekday=Friday 55541 65.19
40 country=NLD ∧ type=CAR ∧ weekday=Thursday 39675 64.69

Table A.21: Results for beam search transition model and cosine quality measure, in the period
November
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Appendix B

Translations applied to MMR and
RDW makes

Because the makes and models recognized by MMR do not match the makes and models registered
in the RDW database exactly some ‘translations‘ need to be made to do this. Below a list of all
translations applied in this research.

Original Translated to Applied in (n) cases
aston-martin aston martin 28
vw volkswagen 81996
bmw i bmw 321
daimler jaguar 33
daimlerchrysler ag mercedes 2
jaguar cars jaguar 372
jaguar land rover land rover 72
mercedes-amg mercedes 26
micro compact car smart smart 157
renault trucks renault 18
rolls-royce rolls royce 17
tesla motors tesla 477
vdl bova vdl 108
vdl bus vdl 35
mitsubishi fuso mitsubishi 40
daimler benz mercedes 5
auto union audi 240
dangel citroen 7
fuso mitsubishi 47
stx renault 32
quattro audi 456
ds citroen 336
indusauto mercedes 5
minerva mini 8

Table B.1: Translations applied to makes of MMR and RDW
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Appendix C

Worst performing subgroups on
Eyedea’s MMR

Table C.1: Often wrongly classified makes and models

Nr. Description Score Subgroup size Accuracy
0. Make=Tofas 0.0 229 0.0
1. Make=MAN 0.0 2524 0.0
2. Make=Lada 0.0 118 0.0
3. Make=BMC 0.0 199 0.0
4. Make=Otokar 0.0 117 0.0
5. Make=SOR 0.0 413 0.0
6. Make=Temsa 0.0 120 0.0
7. Make=Multicar 0.0 182 0.0
8. Model=Lions Coach 0.0 219 0.0
9. Model=TGX 0.0 512 0.0
10. Model=Citiport 0.0 137 0.0
11. Real model=NISSAN LEAF 40KWH 0.0 124 0.0
12. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=ASTRA 0.0 116 0.0
13. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=TOYOTA YARIS 0.0 331 0.0
14. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=SWIFT 0.0 117 0.0
15. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=3ER REIHE 0.0 243 0.0
16. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=308 0.0 132 0.0
17. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=POLO 0.0 169 0.0
18. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=PICANTO 0.0 413 0.0
19. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=GOLF 0.0 188 0.0
20. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=PARTNER 0.0 230 0.0
21. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=KA 0.0 242 0.0
22. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=FOCUS 0.0 133 0.0
23. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=TOYOTA AYGO 0.0 407 0.0
24. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=VITO TOURER 0.0 155 0.0
25. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=FIESTA 0.0 335 0.0
26. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=MEGANE 0.0 115 0.0
27. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=CLIO 0.0 294 0.0
28. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=307 0.0 126 0.0
29. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=MEGANE SCENIC 0.0 117 0.0
30. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=ALTO 0.0 139 0.0
31. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=TOYOTA AVENSIS 0.0 163 0.0

Continued on next page
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
Nr. Description Score Subgroup size Accuracy
32. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=FABIA 0.0 156 0.0
33. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=PEUGEOT 107 0.0 845 0.0
34. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=NISSAN MICRA 0.0 201 0.0
35. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=SPRINTER 0.0 150 0.0
36. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=CITAN 0.0 128 0.0
37. Make=Citroen ∧ Real model=SPACE STAR 0.0 129 0.0
38. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=BERLINGO 0.0 171 0.0
39. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=TOYOTA YARIS 0.0 352 0.0
40. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=CITROEN C1 0.0 556 0.0
41. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=CORSA-C 0.0 124 0.0
42. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=SWIFT 0.0 286 0.0
43. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=I 10 0.0 299 0.0
44. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=C5 0.0 101 0.0
45. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=UP 0.0 218 0.0
46. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=IBIZA 0.0 251 0.0
47. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=RIO 0.0 106 0.0
48. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=POLO 0.0 754 0.0
49. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=PICANTO 0.0 508 0.0
50. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=TWINGO 0.0 629 0.0
51. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=GOLF 0.0 300 0.0
52. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=CORSA 0.0 181 0.0
53. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=PARTNER 0.0 214 0.0
54. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=KA 0.0 602 0.0
55. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=FOCUS 0.0 341 0.0
56. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=TOYOTA AYGO 0.0 920 0.0
57. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=TOYOTA COROLLA

VERSO
0.0 114 0.0

58. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=FIESTA 0.0 403 0.0
59. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=C3 0.0 164 0.0
60. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=V70 0.0 103 0.0
61. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=TRANSPORTER 0.0 116 0.0
62. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=CEE D 0.0 141 0.0
63. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=CITIGO 0.0 168 0.0
64. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=MEGANE 0.0 173 0.0
65. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=TOYOTA AURIS 0.0 106 0.0
66. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=V50 0.0 159 0.0
67. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=MITSUBISHI COLT 0.0 182 0.0
68. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=CLIO 0.0 327 0.0
69. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=MONDEO 0.0 102 0.0
70. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=AROSA 0.0 100 0.0
71. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=NISSAN NOTE 0.0 200 0.0
72. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=MEGANE SCENIC 0.0 321 0.0
73. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=ALTO 0.0 926 0.0
74. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=TOYOTA AVENSIS 0.0 164 0.0
75. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=SPARK 0.0 155 0.0
76. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=CUORE 0.0 200 0.0
77. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=FABIA 0.0 138 0.0
78. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=206 0.0 122 0.0
79. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=PEUGEOT 107 0.0 646 0.0
80. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=NISSAN MICRA 0.0 244 0.0
81. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=207 0.0 162 0.0

Continued on next page
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
Nr. Description Score Subgroup size Accuracy
82. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=SPRINTER 0.0 200 0.0
83. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=STARLET 0.0 178 0.0
84. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=IGNIS 0.0 155 0.0
85. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=ZAFIRA 0.0 124 0.0
86. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=TOYOTA COROLLA 0.0 170 0.0
87. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=CADDY 0.0 206 0.0
88. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=CRAFTER 0.0 118 0.0
89. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=KANGOO 0.0 136 0.0
90. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=SIRION 0.0 128 0.0
91. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=AGILA 0.0 214 0.0
92. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=LOGAN 0.0 103 0.0
93. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=SX4 0.0 154 0.0
94. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=BERLINGO 1.9D 600 0.0 129 0.0
95. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=COMBO VAN 0.0 130 0.0
96. Make=Fiat ∧ Real model=WAGON R 0.0 113 0.0
97. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=TOYOTA YARIS 0.0 221 0.0
98. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=CITROEN C1 0.0 116 0.0
99. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=SWIFT 0.0 171 0.0
100. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=FIAT PUNTO 0.0 216 0.0
101. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=MITSUBISHI

SPACE STAR
0.0 101 0.0

102. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=IBIZA 0.0 344 0.0
103. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=POLO 0.0 786 0.0
104. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=PICANTO 0.0 116 0.0
105. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=GOLF 0.0 742 0.0
106. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=CORSA 0.0 232 0.0
107. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=PARTNER 0.0 103 0.0
108. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=KA 0.0 355 0.0
109. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=PASSAT 0.0 182 0.0
110. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=FOCUS 0.0 307 0.0
111. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=TOYOTA AYGO 0.0 391 0.0
112. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=TOYOTA

COROLLA VERSO
0.0 139 0.0

113. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=FIESTA 0.0 302 0.0
114. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=C3 0.0 308 0.0
115. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=MITSUBISHI COLT 0.0 148 0.0
116. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=MAZDA 2 0.0 149 0.0
117. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=NISSAN NOTE 0.0 137 0.0
118. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=ALTO 0.0 211 0.0
119. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=MITSUBISHI OUT-

LANDER
0.0 124 0.0

120. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=PEUGEOT 107 0.0 115 0.0
121. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=NISSAN MICRA 0.0 171 0.0
122. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=FIAT PANDA 0.0 119 0.0
123. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=AUDI A3 0.0 152 0.0
124. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=TOYOTA

COROLLA
0.0 146 0.0

125. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=CADDY 0.0 425 0.0
126. Make=Renault ∧ Real model=MOVANO 0.0 133 0.0
127. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=TOYOTA YARIS 0.0 132 0.0
128. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=FIAT PUNTO 0.0 216 0.0

Continued on next page
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
Nr. Description Score Subgroup size Accuracy
129. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=5ER REIHE 0.0 124 0.0
130. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=3ER REIHE 0.0 246 0.0
131. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=NISSAN QASHQAI 0.0 136 0.0
132. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=POLO 0.0 171 0.0
133. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=MAZDA 6 0.0 154 0.0
134. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=GOLF 0.0 259 0.0
135. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=V40 0.0 199 0.0
136. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=FOCUS 0.0 204 0.0
137. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=TOYOTA AYGO 0.0 110 0.0
138. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=TOYOTA

COROLLA VERSO
0.0 103 0.0

139. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=OCTAVIA 0.0 198 0.0
140. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=TRANSPORTER 0.0 146 0.0
141. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=CLIO 0.0 211 0.0
142. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=MONDEO 0.0 118 0.0
143. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=MEGANE SCENIC 0.0 206 0.0
144. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=TRAFIC 0.0 122 0.0
145. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=ASTRA-G-CC 0.0 258 0.0
146. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=TOYOTA AVEN-

SIS
0.0 173 0.0

147. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=ALFA MITO 0.0 148 0.0
148. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=CITEA

LLE120/255
0.0 118 0.0

149. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=TOYOTA C-HR 0.0 111 0.0
150. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=CADDY 0.0 355 0.0
151. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=CRAFTER 0.0 329 0.0
152. Make=Mercedes ∧ Real model=TRANSIT CUS-

TOM
0.0 102 0.0

153. Make=Land Rover ∧ Real model=MITSUBISHI
OUTLANDER

0.0 193 0.0

154. Make=Alfa Romeo ∧ Real model=MAZDA CX-3 0.0 127 0.0
155. Make=Alfa Romeo ∧ Real model=IBIZA 0.0 374 0.0
156. Make=Alfa Romeo ∧ Real model=POLO 0.0 275 0.0
157. Make=Alfa Romeo ∧ Real model=GOLF 0.0 301 0.0
158. Make=Alfa Romeo ∧ Real model=MEGANE 0.0 318 0.0
159. Make=Alfa Romeo ∧ Real model=CLIO 0.0 229 0.0
160. Make=Alfa Romeo ∧ Real model=LEON 0.0 436 0.0
161. Make=Alfa Romeo ∧ Real model=LEON ST 0.0 154 0.0
162. Make=DS ∧ Real model=SWIFT 0.0 138 0.0
163. Make=Dacia ∧ Real model=TOYOTA AYGO 0.0 258 0.0
164. Make=Chevrolet ∧ Real model=TWINGO 0.0 113 0.0
165. Make=Porsche ∧ Real model=CLIO 0.0 227 0.0
166. Make=Honda ∧ Real model=NISSAN MICRA 0.0 106 0.0
167. Make=Honda ∧ Real model=SPACE STAR 0.0 165 0.0
168. Make=Lancia ∧ Real model=OCTAVIA 0.0 122 0.0
169. Make=Smart ∧ Real model=PICANTO 0.0 147 0.0
170. Make=Daewoo ∧ Real model=TWINGO 0.0 160 0.0
171. Make=Jeep ∧ Real model=TOYOTA YARIS 0.0 138 0.0
172. Make=Jeep ∧ Real model=POLO 0.0 137 0.0
173. Make=Jeep ∧ Real model=GOLF 0.0 135 0.0
174. Make=Jeep ∧ Real model=V40 0.0 152 0.0
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
Nr. Description Score Subgroup size Accuracy
175. Make=Jeep ∧ Real model=MEGANE 0.0 240 0.0
176. Make=Jeep ∧ Real model=TOYOTA RAV4 0.0 101 0.0
177. Make=Iveco ∧ Real model=TRANSPORTER 0.0 160 0.0
178. Make=Iveco ∧ Real model=SPRINTER 0.0 104 0.0
179. Model=Stilo ∧ Real model=POLO 0.0 324 0.0
180. Model=Nemo ∧ Real model=PEUGEOT 107 0.0 115 0.0
181. Model=Megane ∧ Real model=IBIZA 0.0 150 0.0
182. Model=Megane ∧ Real model=POLO 0.0 189 0.0
183. Model=Megane ∧ Real model=GOLF 0.0 322 0.0
184. Model=Megane ∧ Real model=FOCUS 0.0 122 0.0
185. Model=Kangoo ∧ Real model=TOYOTA AYGO 0.0 148 0.0
186. Model=OLD ∧ Real model=3ER REIHE 0.0 104 0.0
187. Model=Doblo ∧ Real model=TOYOTA AYGO 0.0 100 0.0
188. Model=Civic ∧ Real model=SPACE STAR 0.0 101 0.0
189. Model=Fiorino ∧ Real model=PEUGEOT 107 0.0 138 0.0
190. Model=Matiz ∧ Real model=TWINGO 0.0 167 0.0
191. Model=Daily ∧ Real model=TRANSPORTER 0.0 111 0.0
192. Model=Actros ∧ Real model=ASTRA-G-CC 0.0 108 0.0
193. Real model=CORSA-C ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 473 0.0
194. Real model=CORSA-C ∧ Make=Hyundai 0.0 114 0.0
195. Real model=CORSA-C ∧ Model=Focus 0.0 439 0.0
196. Real model=I 10 ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 170 0.0
197. Real model=MITSUBISHI SPACE STAR ∧

Make=Ford
0.0 206 0.0

198. Real model=IBIZA ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 121 0.0
199. Real model=IBIZA ∧ Make=VW 0.0 254 0.0
200. Real model=I10 ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 194 0.0
201. Real model=RIO ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 175 0.0
202. Real model=PICANTO ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 405 0.0
203. Real model=GETZ ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 220 0.0
204. Real model=CEE D ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 160 0.0
205. Real model=MITSUBISHI COLT ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 137 0.0
206. Real model=AROSA ∧ Make=VW 0.0 131 0.0
207. Real model=SUPERB ∧ Make=BMW 0.0 119 0.0
208. Real model=SUPERB ∧ Make=Audi 0.0 147 0.0
209. Real model=VENGA ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 183 0.0
210. Real model=NISSAN NOTE ∧ Make=Toyota 0.0 114 0.0
211. Real model=ALTO ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 129 0.0
212. Real model=TOYOTA AVENSIS ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 112 0.0
213. Real model=TOYOTA AVENSIS ∧ Make=VW 0.0 111 0.0
214. Real model=ASTRA SPORTS TOURER ∧

Make=VW
0.0 115 0.0

215. Real model=CARISMA ∧ Make=Nissan 0.0 120 0.0
216. Real model=PEUGEOT 107 ∧ Make=Nissan 0.0 118 0.0
217. Real model=LUPO ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 100 0.0
218. Real model=NISSAN MICRA ∧ Make=Seat 0.0 159 0.0
219. Real model=NISSAN MICRA ∧ Model=Ibiza 0.0 148 0.0
220. Real model=TOYOTA RAV4 ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 121 0.0
221. Real model=STARLET ∧ Make=Opel 0.0 142 0.0
222. Real model=STARLET ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 182 0.0
223. Real model=STARLET ∧ Model=Fiesta 0.0 118 0.0
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224. Real model=AUDI A3 ∧ Make=VW 0.0 160 0.0
225. Real model=TOYOTA COROLLA ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 270 0.0
226. Real model=TOYOTA COROLLA ∧ Make=VW 0.0 235 0.0
227. Real model=TOYOTA COROLLA ∧ Model=Focus 0.0 120 0.0
228. Real model=CADDY ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 106 0.0
229. Real model=CADDY ∧ Make=Mitsubishi 0.0 113 0.0
230. Real model=SIRION ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 192 0.0
231. Real model=TUCSON ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 164 0.0
232. Real model=TUCSON ∧ Make=Kia 0.0 128 0.0
233. Real model=AGILA ∧ Make=Suzuki 0.0 105 0.0
234. Real model=LEON ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 152 0.0
235. Real model=LEON ∧ Model=Focus 0.0 122 0.0
236. Real model=NIRO ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 312 0.0
237. Real model=NIRO ∧ Model=Tourneo 0.0 151 0.0
238. Real model=TOYOTA PRIUS ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 219 0.0
239. Real model=SPACE STAR ∧ Make=Hyundai 0.0 105 0.0
240. Real model=108 ∧ Make=Ford 0.0 144 0.0
241. Real model=IBIZA ST ∧ Make=VW 0.0 153 0.0
242. Model= ∧ Real model=CITIGO 0.00296 338 0.00296
243. Real model=MODEL X 0.00651 307 0.00651
244. Model= ∧ Real model=BOXER 0.00826 121 0.00826
245. Make=Ssangyong ∧ Model= 0.01136 176 0.01136
246. Model= ∧ Real model=DAEWOO KALOS 0.01739 115 0.01739
247. Make=Isuzu ∧ Model= 0.01818 385 0.01818
248. Make=Porsche ∧ Model= 0.01884 743 0.01884
249. Model= ∧ Real model=MAZDA 626 0.025 160 0.025
250. Make=Jeep ∧ Model= 0.02808 4024 0.02808
251. Model= ∧ Real model=FORESTER 0.02994 167 0.02994
252. Model= ∧ Real model=MAZDA CX-3 0.03265 245 0.03265
253. Model= ∧ Real model=MEGANE CABRIOLET 0.03371 178 0.03371
254. Model=Felicia 0.03571 140 0.03571
255. Model= ∧ Real model=MII 0.03738 107 0.03738
256. Model= ∧ Real model=COMBO VAN 0.03774 159 0.03774
257. Model= ∧ Real model=TACUMA 0.03876 129 0.03876
258. Model= ∧ Real model=MAZDA 323F 0.03889 180 0.03889
259. Model=C15 0.04082 196 0.04082
260. Model= ∧ Real model=MOVANO 0.04255 188 0.04255
261. Model= ∧ Real model=ATOS-PRIME 0.04294 489 0.04294
262. Model= ∧ Real model=CIVIC 4DR HYBRID 0.04294 163 0.04294
263. Model= ∧ Real model=MAZDA2 0.04348 184 0.04348
264. Model= ∧ Real model=KIA RIO 0.04365 252 0.04365
265. Model= ∧ Real model=SUPERB 0.04454 449 0.04454
266. Make=Smart ∧ Model= 0.04489 2428 0.04489
267. Model= ∧ Real model=LEXUS CT200H 0.04571 175 0.04571
268. Model= ∧ Real model=MAZDA DEMIO 0.04651 172 0.04651
269. Model= ∧ Real model=GRAND VITARA 0.0473 148 0.0473
270. Model= ∧ Real model=I 30CW 0.05181 193 0.05181
271. Make=Dodge ∧ Model= 0.05542 794 0.05542
272. Model= ∧ Real model=STARLET 1.3 U9 0.05785 121 0.05785
273. Model= ∧ Real model=MAZDA PREMACY 0.06329 237 0.06329
274. Make=Maserati ∧ Model= 0.06356 236 0.06356
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275. Model= ∧ Real model=CARENS 0.06383 141 0.06383
276. Make=Land Rover ∧ Model= 0.06422 3021 0.06422
277. Model=Ghibli 0.06918 159 0.06918
278. Model= ∧ Real model=CROSSLAND X 0.07258 248 0.07258
279. Model= ∧ Real model=BERLINGO 1.9D 600 0.07353 204 0.07353
280. Model= ∧ Real model=FIAT TIPO 0.07619 105 0.07619
281. Model= ∧ Real model=MAZDA 2 0.07692 429 0.07692
282. Model= ∧ Real model=IONIQ 0.07692 117 0.07692
283. Model= ∧ Real model=TOYOTA VERSO-S 0.07761 335 0.07761
284. Model= ∧ Real model=LEON ST 0.07905 253 0.07905
285. Model= ∧ Real model=VENGA 0.07991 463 0.07991
286. Model= ∧ Real model=SIRION 0.08062 583 0.08062
287. Model= ∧ Real model=CIVIC 3DR 0.08264 121 0.08264
288. Model= ∧ Real model=VIVARO-B 0.08462 260 0.08462
289. Model= ∧ Real model=108 0.09014 355 0.09014
290. Model= ∧ Real model=GETZ 0.09037 509 0.09037
291. Model= ∧ Real model=VITARA 0.09449 254 0.09449
292. Model= ∧ Real model=XC40 0.09489 137 0.09489
293. Model= ∧ Real model=MAZDA CX-5 0.09533 493 0.09533
294. Model= ∧ Real model=PEUGEOT 108 0.09917 121 0.09917
295. Model= ∧ Real model=VECTRA-B 0.09959 241 0.09959
296. Model= ∧ Real model=LIANA 0.10577 104 0.10577
297. Model= ∧ Real model=IBIZA ST 0.1068 412 0.1068
298. Make=Setra 0.10867 911 0.10867
299. Make=Subaru ∧ Model= 0.10976 246 0.10976
300. Model= ∧ Real model=AROSA 0.10979 419 0.10979
301. Model= ∧ Real model=SPACE STAR 0.11189 715 0.11189
302. Model= ∧ Real model=306 0.11278 133 0.11278
303. Model= ∧ Real model=TOYOTA URBAN

CRUISER
0.11468 218 0.11468

304. Model= ∧ Real model=MITSUBISHI SPACE STAR 0.1152 408 0.1152
305. Model= ∧ Real model=MAZDA 323 0.11585 164 0.11585
306. Model= ∧ Real model=AUDI TT 0.11667 120 0.11667
307. Model= ∧ Real model=ADAM 0.12 100 0.12
308. Model= ∧ Real model=CRAFTER 0.12286 643 0.12286
309. Model= ∧ Real model=NISSAN X-TRAIL 0.12322 211 0.12322
310. Model= ∧ Real model=CUORE 0.12387 444 0.12387
311. Model= ∧ Real model=TOYOTA C-HR 0.1278 446 0.1278
312. Model= ∧ Real model=YETI 0.1295 139 0.1295
313. Model= ∧ Real model=STARLET 1.3 E2 0.13333 240 0.13333
314. Model= ∧ Real model=MAZDA 6 0.13365 636 0.13365
315. Model= ∧ Real model=TUCSON 0.13389 717 0.13389
316. Model= ∧ Real model=MODEL S 0.13423 149 0.13423
317. Model= ∧ Real model=ATOS 0.136 125 0.136
318. Model= ∧ Real model=TRANSIT 0.13738 313 0.13738
319. Model= ∧ Real model=S40 0.13924 237 0.13924
320. Model= ∧ Real model=CIVIC 5DR 0.14062 128 0.14062
321. Model= ∧ Real model=T-ROC 0.14103 156 0.14103
322. Model= ∧ Real model=CEE D 0.14327 698 0.14327
323. Model= ∧ Real model=DAEWOO MATIZ 0.1457 151 0.1457
324. Model=H100 0.14583 144 0.14583
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325. Model= ∧ Real model=MITSUBISHI COLT 0.15097 828 0.15097
326. Model= ∧ Real model=MITSUBISHI LANCER 0.15183 191 0.15183
327. Model= ∧ Real model=TERIOS 0.15247 223 0.15247
328. Model= ∧ Real model=CORDOBA 0.15315 111 0.15315
329. Make=Alfa Romeo ∧ Model= 0.15379 5969 0.15379
330. Model= ∧ Real model=NISSAN PRIMERA 0.15528 161 0.15528
331. Model= ∧ Real model=BALENO 0.15574 122 0.15574
332. Make=Iveco ∧ Model= 0.15606 2576 0.15606
333. Model= ∧ Real model=SAAB 9-5 0.15748 127 0.15748
334. Model= ∧ Real model=TOYOTA IQ 0.15766 222 0.15766
335. Model= ∧ Real model=MATRIX 0.15789 209 0.15789
336. Model= ∧ Real model=TOYOTA PRIUS PLUS 0.16561 157 0.16561
337. Model= ∧ Real model=MITSUBISHI OUT-

LANDER
0.16598 970 0.16598

338. Model= ∧ Real model=FABIA 0.17138 1167 0.17138
339. Model= ∧ Real model=TOLEDO 0.17857 140 0.17857
340. Model= ∧ Real model=SWIFT 0.17922 1261 0.17922
341. Model= ∧ Real model=PEUGEOT 107 0.17965 1926 0.17965
342. Model= ∧ Real model=CELERIO 0.17986 139 0.17986
343. Model= ∧ Make=Jaguar 0.17993 289 0.17993
344. Model= ∧ Real model=LEON 0.18076 946 0.18076
345. Model= ∧ Real model=LOGAN 0.18229 384 0.18229
346. Model= ∧ Real model=NISSAN PIXO 0.18327 251 0.18327
347. Real model=KONA 0.18333 180 0.18333
348. Model= ∧ Real model=C2 0.18615 231 0.18615
349. Make=Honda ∧ Model= 0.18734 1516 0.18734
350. Model= ∧ Real model=KA 0.18753 1877 0.18753
351. Model=Wrangler 0.18855 297 0.18855
352. Model= ∧ Real model=FORFOUR 0.18868 106 0.18868
353. Model= ∧ Real model=COLT 0.18874 302 0.18874
354. Model= ∧ Real model=MAZDA 3 0.18919 370 0.18919
355. Model= ∧ Real model=PARTNER 0.19318 616 0.19318
356. Make=Daewoo ∧ Model= 0.19345 336 0.19345
357. Model=Fluence 0.19444 288 0.19444
358. Model= ∧ Real model=ALTO 0.19479 2033 0.19479
359. Model= ∧ Real model=S70 0.19626 107 0.19626
360. Model= ∧ Real model=SANTA FE 0.19737 152 0.19737
361. Model= ∧ Real model=SPLASH 0.20144 139 0.20144
362. Make=Dacia ∧ Model= 0.20668 1916 0.20668
363. Model= ∧ Real model=SX4 0.20681 411 0.20681
364. Model= ∧ Real model=I 10 0.20837 1075 0.20837
365. Model= ∧ Real model=ASTRA SPORTS

TOURER+
0.20896 201 0.20896

366. Model= ∧ Real model=TOYOTA AVENSIS
VERSO

0.20915 153 0.20915

367. Model= ∧ Real model=OCTAVIA 0.21089 1157 0.21089
368. Make=Citroen ∧ Model=OLD 0.21429 602 0.21429
369. Model= ∧ Real model=NISSAN ALMERA 0.21942 278 0.21942
370. Model= ∧ Real model=NISSAN ALMERA TINO 0.2197 132 0.2197
371. Model= ∧ Real model=TOYOTA PRIUS PLUG-IN

HYBRID
0.22034 118 0.22034
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372. Model= ∧ Real model=AVEO 0.22066 213 0.22066
373. Model= ∧ Real model=CARISMA 0.22279 588 0.22279
374. Model= ∧ Real model=HONDA CR-V 0.2234 188 0.2234
375. Model= ∧ Real model=TOYOTA AVENSIS 0.22392 1371 0.22392
376. Model= ∧ Real model=NISSAN JUKE 0.22581 310 0.22581
377. Model= ∧ Real model=VITO TOURER 0.22727 286 0.22727
378. Model= ∧ Real model=IBIZA 0.22944 1800 0.22944
379. Model= ∧ Real model=KALOS 0.22963 135 0.22963
380. Make=Chevrolet ∧ Model= 0.23272 1418 0.23272
381. Model= ∧ Real model=CITAN 0.23362 458 0.23362
382. Model= ∧ Real model=ASTRA+ 0.23529 102 0.23529
383. Model= ∧ Real model=JETTA 0.23567 157 0.23567
384. Model= ∧ Real model=JAZZ 0.23631 347 0.23631
385. Model= ∧ Real model=MAZDA 5 0.24309 181 0.24309
386. Model= ∧ Real model=LAGUNA 0.24764 424 0.24764
387. Model= ∧ Real model=TOYOTA COROLLA 0.25067 1488 0.25067
388. Model= ∧ Real model=TOYOTA PRIUS 0.25452 664 0.25452
389. Model= ∧ Real model=ASTRA SPORTS TOURER 0.25714 665 0.25714
390. Model= ∧ Real model=JIMNY 0.25743 101 0.25743
391. Model= ∧ Real model=C1 0.25862 116 0.25862
392. Model= ∧ Real model=PICANTO 0.25994 2339 0.25994
393. Model= ∧ Real model=CADDY SDI 47 KW 0.26174 149 0.26174
394. Make=Citroen ∧ Model= 0.26428 12835 0.26428
395. Model= ∧ Real model=MOKKA 0.26437 174 0.26437
396. Model= ∧ Real model=SPARK 0.2644 382 0.2644
397. Make=Fiat ∧ Model= 0.26461 29632 0.26461
398. Model= ∧ Real model=NISSAN NOTE 0.26721 857 0.26721
399. Model= ∧ Real model=I10 0.27165 508 0.27165
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